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Abstract
Visualizations are graphical representations of data that have been used in a wide-
ranging field of applications to provide a quick overview over data-inherent informa-
tion. By taking advantage of human perceptual capabilities, visualizations help users
understand features and phenomena in data, gather meaningful insights, and drive de-
cision making processes. One of the main motivations in visualization research is to
find the best visual representation for a given dataset, user, and task. This challenge is
often solved in a subjective manner, where a visualization designer chooses graphical
representations, visual channels, and encodings that they believe are best suited for the
task at hand. Therefore, the effectiveness and reliability of the result largely varies with
the designer’s expertise. To make an objectively good design decision, the designer
needs to consider all possible visualization methods, or in our words: explore the vi-
sualization space. For that purpose, the advantages and disadvantages of individual
techniques can be highlighted through comparison methods based on quality metrics,
user studies, or theoretical models. Each of these methods can additionally target the
visual perception of representations, task-oriented and application-specific measures,
structure-oriented matters, or meta-perceptual processes.
In this thesis, we aim to establish a greater understanding of the interconnections be-
tween independently studied approaches for visualization evaluation by exploring the
visualization space from several different viewpoints. First, we take a theoretical ap-
proach to identify and classify previous work on the evaluation of visualization meth-
ods. We analyze theoretical models, user studies, and quality metrics, and combine
them in a unified structure to distinguish classes of task-oriented, perceptual, meta-
perceptual, and structure-oriented measures. We then describe the individual class
strengths and shortcomings and propose a direction to combine the separate efforts
into a bigger picture to advance the field of visualization research as a whole.
One instance where visualization exploration takes place in practice is during the
development of visualization algorithms. By writing code, adding features, and chang-
ing parameters, visualization developers expose a large number of representations in
visualization space. We developed a system that explicitly displays these individual
states to the user and allows for their exploration and comparison. Parameter changes
and their effect on all developed visualization states can be inspected to investigate their
impact on visual features. The system not only encourages visualization developers to
consider multiple representations when creating a visualization, but further allows for
comparisons on a more general level. The simultaneous display of source code changes
and visual changes in a meta visualization opens up a large branch of possible future
research. We made a first step towards a practical development environment that en-
courages visualization comparison during the development process and reasoning about
correlations of source code changes and their impact on the visual result.
vi Abstract
In our implementation, we display source code states via node-link diagrams of their
abstract syntax trees. Although this representation provides a clear outline of individ-
ual hierarchical structures, its juxtaposed nature impairs the comparison of many states.
To overcome this issue, we analyzed existing methods for the visualization of dynamic
hierarchies and combined the benefits of treemaps and stream-based approaches to dis-
play both the individual hierarchies and their evolution over time. We conducted a user
study to evaluate the differences in effectiveness on low-level tasks and captured per-
ceptual characteristics in hierarchical visualizations over time. The results suggest that
our visualization can be applied as a general-purpose method to replace previous rep-
resentations for static hierarchies and hierarchical changes over time. All compared
visualization types and the effects of mutual parameters can be explored through our
open-source implementation.
Finally, we explored aesthetic characteristics of artistic diagrammatic paintings and
aimed to apply their visual appeal to storyline visualizations. We developed an interac-
tive application that utilizes techniques for automatic layouting and image processing
to create visual results similar to hand-drawn diagrams. Our application can further
help artists create an initial layout by interactively adding data to the representation
and focus their efforts on artistic aspects that are difficult for machines to imitate.
In the combination of our work, we explore the visualization field from several dif-
ferent viewpoints, move from visualization theory to practice, and show how individual
components of visualization comparison can be combined for greater knowledge gain.
We hope to encourage visualization researchers to merge their efforts into a larger the-
ory and understanding of how visualizations work and to create objectively effective
visualization solutions.
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Data is one of the most sought after resources to analyze, improve, and personalize
products, but it is only as valuable as the insights gained from it. Visualization is a tool
to discover information in data and to form a mental model of underlying features and
phenomena by taking advantage of human perceptual capabilities. In a standard visual-
ization pipeline, data is transformed, mapped to a visual representation, and displayed
to the user. The question of which visual mapping to apply for a given task poses one
of the main pillars of visualization research. The vast amount of visualization types
and layouts, visual channels, and encodings for individual data items describes a large
space of possible visualization solutions that needs to be explored to discover the best
fitting representation.
In the remainder of this thesis, we use the term visualization space to refer to the
collection of all possible visual representations. We can imagine existing visualizations
to be scattered in this multi-dimensional space and the distance between two specific
visualizations to indicate their similarity. In this case, less similar visualizations are
farther apart from each other. Additionally, every visualization method has a number
of parameters that influence the mapping from data to a visual result. We describe the
parameter space as a collection of visualizations that result from applying the same
visualization method with different parameter settings. We see the parameter space of
a visualization method as a subset of the visualization space. We can imagine it as a
bubble that contains multiple visualizations which can be morphed into another through
the adjustment of parameters. When two visualization methods with certain parameter
sets create the same visualization, their parameter spaces overlap.
When a visualization designer is asked to create the best visualization for a given
dataset, user, and task, the procedure can be described as an exploration of the visual-
ization space. The designer can consider every possible visualization, compare their in-
dividual benefits and drawbacks, and estimate their suitability for the problem at hand.
But the visualization space is vast, in that it requires a lot of time to inspect every possi-
ble visualization, and it is sparse, meaning that only a number of different visualization
types have been realized while the space between distinct visualizations is often un-
explored. Most importantly though, it is not clear how the visualization space can be
explored and navigated through. For this reason, a designer might only consider a few
visualization solutions and, based on their experience, create a new visualization when
considered representations are not sufficient for the task at hand.
Considerable research efforts have been made to explore the visualization space
from different perspectives and to guide designers through the process of creating a
1
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visualization. Theoretical approaches typically attempt to describe the visualization
space as a whole by defining models or pipelines that characterize a visualization based
on standardized terms, or detail the visualization creation process. Such models can,
amongst other things, provide guidelines towards best practices (e.g., “overview first,
details on demand“ [179]) and rankings of visual encodings. Over time, these guide-
lines can become principles [48] in a generalized system to, e.g., analyze if a visual-
ization uses the best visual channels for the given data and task, or if data relationships
are also related in the visual representation. While such a general analysis allows for
the comparison of multiple visualizations, it is difficult to propose a theory that covers
all visualization types without major abstraction from their actual application.
Quality metrics, on the other hand, take a rather practical approach at improving a
given visual data representation. The idea is that a measurable component of the visu-
alization is analyzed and optimized to improve its visual quality. Typical examples are
the minimization of wiggle in streamgraphs [43] and the reduction of edge crossings
in graph representations [157]. The former is specific to stream-based visualizations,
but the latter can be applied to all visualizations that use edges, such as parallel coordi-
nate plots, storylines, and Sankey diagrams. This shows that quality metrics are mostly
specific to a small number of representations based on the individually utilized visual
encodings. They provide useful means for the improvement of a given visualization,
but are limited in their capability of comparing multiple visualizations with each other.
User studies can help evaluate a single representation, compare multiple visualiza-
tions, or assess general visual properties in terms of their effectiveness and efficiency
for the user. For example, studies of human visual perception aim to understand how vi-
sual information is transformed from the visualization to its representation in the human
mind. This approach can help build a theoretical understanding of how visualizations
work and provide practical means to optimize visualizations for a better information
mapping. So far, we have only understood low-level perceptual properties of the hu-
man visual system, which allows us, for example, to choose a good color scheme for
a visualization and to steer the viewer’s focus. To understand higher-level perception
and cognition, such as sense-making, more research will be required.
Even with human perception fully understood, there are other cognitive processes
in the human mind that affect our experience when viewing visualizations. We refer to
such characteristics as meta-perceptual properties, which are hard to measure and of-
ten neglected in common visualization design. Such features include how aesthetically
pleasing a representation is, how well it can be memorized, or how profitable it might
be. By analyzing such high-level properties, we can integrate knowledge from other
fields, such as art and economy, and broaden the field of visualization research beyond
the general goal of generating insights.
In this thesis, we aim to assess the visualization space from a variety of different
viewpoints. First, we provide a theoretical analysis of measures for the assessment of
visualization techniques. We then reflect on our findings and present a novel system for
the exploration of the visualization space for visualization developers. Our approach
includes innovative ideas for the comparison of visualization techniques and their visual
results across parameter spaces. Based on our system’s requirement to display changes
in hierarchical data structures, we develop a static visualization method for dynamic
hierarchies that combines the advantages of treemaps and stream-based approaches. To
assess the effectiveness of our visualization methods, we incorporate both qualitative
1
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and quantitative user evaluations and thereby contribute to the understanding of human
visual perception. Finally, we assess how the visual appeal of artistic paintings can be
transferred to stream-based visualizations to improve their aesthetics and possibly their
memorability. Our approach benefits both fields by transferring knowledge from arts
to visualization and by developing a visualization tool for artists.
1.1 Problem Statement
The visualization space describes all possible visual representations that designers can
explore to choose an optimal visualization for a given task, user, and dataset. Due to
the sheer amount of possible representations, an exhaustive exploration of this space is
not practically feasible and needs to be limited and steered to at least find a well fitting
representation for the data.
Theoretical assessments of visualizations provide models and guidelines for the
creation of effective visualizations. They often stem from empirical knowledge and
long-term experience in the field, and aim to abstract from specific approaches towards
general statements and best practices. In order to strengthen the field of visualization
research, continuous efforts need to be made to integrate new insights, abstract gathered
knowledge, and merge theories into a general understanding of the research field.
While guidance towards good visualization practices is often of theoretical nature or
integrated in recommendation systems for novice users, the field lacks support systems
for experts who create visualizations from source code. In particular, the graphical re-
sult of visualization algorithms is often neglected in common software visualizations
and analysis tools. The visualization community would greatly benefit from an expert
tool that integrates means for the comparison of multiple visualization algorithms, sup-
ports a large number of different visualization types, and allows for the inspection of
parameter settings during the development process.
Several approaches already enable the exploration of the parameter space for a sin-
gle visualization with varying datasets. But during the development process, an expert
might consider multiple visualization techniques or visual features that expose differ-
ent parameters or react differently to similar parameter changes. So far, little effort has
been made to explore the common parameter space between multiple visualization al-
gorithms. For example, changing the same parameter in two different algorithms might
result in different magnitudes of impact on the visual result. Similarly, some parame-
ters might in general have a larger impact on the visual result than others. The analysis
of how a single parameter acts in different visualization algorithms and how its change
influences the respective outcome can yield further insight in the importance of this
parameter and towards the comparison of diverse visualization approaches.
While efficiency and insight gain are often the main considerations when selecting a
visualization method, other properties can be considered to steer the exploration of the
visualization space. Aesthetics, for example, are known to influence the user’s interest
in a visualization [80] and their ability to memorize it [33]. A visualization designer
might therefore prefer an aesthetically pleasing representation over an efficient one for
users in the education domain. Since art continuously manages to fascinate viewers
and to create aesthetically pleasing visuals, we could benefit from an integration of
common art practices to create more engaging and memorable visualizations.
1
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1.2 Scope and Contributions
The research presented in this thesis explores the visualization space from multiple per-
spectives. We take both theoretical and practical approaches into account, contribute to
the comparability of scientific visualizations, evaluate task-specific metrics, and con-
sider aesthetics as a meta-perceptual characteristic for information visualization. The
contributions can be summarized as follows:
1. Theory. We analyze previous work on visualization space exploration and distin-
guish classes of task-oriented, perceptual, meta-perceptual, and structure-oriented
measures. We describe their individual strengths and shortcomings and propose a
direction to combine the separate efforts into a bigger picture to advance the field
of visualization research as a whole.
2. Visual comparison. We develop one of the first applications to explore the evo-
lution of visualization algorithms during their development. We then compare
visualizations of dynamic hierarchies and allow for their exploration through the
provision of an open-source library. In this process, we utilize visual comparison,
visual parameter space exploration, task-specific measures, and user evaluations
for the assessment of specific visual properties.
3. Timelines. We evaluate and develop visualizations for time-dependent data in-
cluding provenance in visualization source code development, evolution of hier-
archical data structures, and storyline visualizations. Our applications target a
variety of user groups including visualization experts, students, and novices, as
well as expert users from other fields (e.g., art).
4. Parameters. We present an initial attempt to ease parameter space exploration
across visualization techniques by analyzing the impact of parameter changes on
visual results of varying algorithms. We discover a parameter for the interpolation
of two visualization techniques for the representation of dynamic tree structures
and analyze the effects of selected parameters on stream-based visualizations.
5. Aesthetics. We present an approach to integrate aesthetics into storyline visual-
izations by analyzing visual elements in existing artistic paintings and incorpo-
rating similar stylistic patterns into the visualization algorithm.
1.3 Thesis Structure
This thesis consists of two parts: I) an overview of the carried out research and II) a
presentation of individual publications. The format of the published work was adjusted
to fit the thesis layout and the bibliographies of individual papers were merged into
a unified bibliography. Chapter 1 of the overview poses an introduction to the topic,
states the general problems to solve, and provides a scope of the achieved contributions.
We discuss related work on visualization exploration in Chapter 2, including practical
approaches, systematizations, interpolations, and parameter explorations. Based on the
related work, Chapter 3 outlines the contributions of this thesis. We present examples
1
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and demonstrations of individual achievements in Chapter 4 and conclude the thesis in
Chapter 5 by providing a direction for future work.
The second part of this thesis includes four publications that describe the individual
contributions in detail. Paper A expands on the first contribution. Papers B and C
provide details for contribution 2. Contributions 3 and 4 are shared by papers B, C, and
D. Paper D further illustrates contribution 5.
1




State of the Art
In this thesis, we present novel methods for the exploration of the visualization
space and parameter space, provide a new example for visualization interpolation, and
integrate aesthetic considerations from art into visualization design. Our work con-
tributes to the fields of scientific and information visualization.
In this chapter, we discuss the state of the art for visualization space exploration.
We begin our literature review with methods that enable the visual exploration of the
parameter space for a given visualization. We continue with approaches that extend the
exploration to multiple visualizations and allow for their comparison. We specifically
examine methods that can recommend existing visualizations to the user or even create
new designs through visualization interpolation. Finally, we look into work where
arts and aesthetics were considered and incorporated into the visualization design. We
provide a more detailed discussion of the relations between previous work and our own
contributions in the individual related work sections of our papers in Part II.
2.1 Parameter Space Exploration
Many visualization algorithms contain parameters that considerably influence the visu-
alization result and provide the flexibility to adjust the visualization to the desired task.
While simple interactive interfaces let the user adjust parameter values through sliders
and buttons, they only display the result for the selected parameter set and require the
user to build a mental model of the parameter space. When the number of parameters
increases, it can become difficult for users to select a good set of parameters to achieve
the desired visual result, especially when the change of one parameter affects the vi-
sual impact of other parameters. In these cases, approaches that ease the exploration
of complex parameter spaces can support the user in understanding the relations be-
tween parameters and selecting a set that results in a visualization suitable for the given
task. We specifically focus on methods that utilize result images for the exploration of
parameters and their effects on the visual output.
The GRASPARC [36] system displays parameter settings and the visual result in
a tree representation to record the history of user interactions and to allow for their
exploration. Design Galleries [143] automatically compute the result images for dif-
ferent parameter sets in a given visualization and display them side by side to enable
the visual comparison of results. They utilize an image distance function to group and
display a broad range of visually differing results and their parameter sets. The user
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Figure 2.1: Left: Design Galleries [143] display example images for parameter sets that cre-
ate visually distant results. Right: Image Graphs [138] additionally display the difference in
rendering parameters via edges between result images.
is given a simple overview and can choose a parameter set based on the visual qual-
ity of the results. Image Graphs [138] go a step further by linking each result image of
a parameter set to another result that it can be derived from. They display the param-
eter change that is required to lead to another result, like a change in color, shading,
or camera position, which results in a more detailed picture of the parameter space.
Both approaches, shown in Figure 2.1, inspired us to display result images of varying
visualization algorithms in a side-by-side overview.
Jankun-Kelly et al. [101] extend 2D spreadsheets of image results into an inter-
active exploration of the multi-dimensional parameter space. They describe a formal
model [102] to capture the process of a visualization exploration session in a graph
where each visual result is displayed in relation to the results it derived from. This con-
cept matured in the formalization of the P-Set model [103], which describes parameter
space exploration for visualizations as a selection of new parameters based on the re-
sult of a previously chosen parameter set. When the user applies a new parameter set to
the algorithm, the visualization is transformed. The exploration process can be contin-
ued by investigating the visualization and applying further parameter adjustments. The
tracking and display of the interaction history and parameter sets can benefit the explo-
ration process by reducing repetitive selections and providing suggestions for where
to go next. We apply a similar concept in our own work, where users change source
code and the history of changes is displayed for exploration purposes and to reduce
repetition.
Figure 2.2: Small multiples provide an overview over different visualization types (left) or dif-
ferent parameter sets (right), whereas large singles allow for a detailed comparison of selected
approaches. This figure was adapted from Small Multiples Large Singles [206].
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Tory and Möller [201] utilize a parallel coordinate like view and map result images
to their underlying parameter settings for an interactive parameter exploration. In an at-
tempt to structure the navigation process, Small Multiples Large Singles [206] support
the user in a continuous exploration of the visualization space. The authors show many
parameter options as small multiples and selected states in larger views for a detailed
comparison. The user can, in an iterative manner, alternate between large selections
and detailed comparisons to find a visual result that best fits their needs. We display
an example for this navigation method in Figure 2.2 and utilize the display of small
multiples and large singles for visualization exploration in our own application.
Sedlmair et al. [177] describe tasks for parameter space analysis — like optimiza-
tion, partitioning, filtering, finding outliers, exploring uncertainty, and inspecting pa-
rameter sensitivity. They further describe problems and navigation strategies for pa-
rameter space exploration and combine their findings in a conceptual framework.
2.2 Visualization Space Exploration
While the exploration of the parameter space is essential to derive a good parameter
set for a specific visualization, it does not provide answers for which visualization type
to apply to a given dataset. As such, the parameter space for visualization algorithms
can be seen as a subspace of the visualization space, which in turn includes all possi-
ble visual data representations. In this section, we discuss approaches that enable the
comparison of visualization results, the navigation through the visualization space, rec-
ommendations for visualization techniques, and interpolations to combine advantages
of multiple representations.
Comparative Visualization
Comparative visualizations enable the comparison of multiple data sets through their
visual representations [152]. They help users in finding differences in 3D Meshes [173],
diffusion tensor fields [231], genome sequencing data [18], and many others. Woodring
and Shen [227] display computed differences in volume data and Lampe et al. [125]
suggest to reform volumes along a curve for easier comparison. The high importance of
the comparison task led researchers to survey, analyze, and discuss comparison strate-
gies for individual application domains, as seen by Verma and Pang [210] for flow
visualization and Graham and Kennedy [76] for tree representations.
Given that most visual comparison tasks require users to find differences in result
images, Zhou et al. [233] aim to automate this process and evaluate strengths and weak-
nesses of eleven image quality metrics for their ability to separate similar and different
images. Malik et al. [141] take a different approach and present multi-image views to
compare multiple datasets in a single image. Similarly, VAICo [172] displays sets of
images in a single image and integrates interaction to reveal their individual differences.
Gleicher et al. [73] analyze existing work on information visualization comparison
and demonstrate that all examined approaches can be summarized in a taxonomy of
juxtaposition, superposition, and explicit encoding. In other words, the authors show
that, comparative visualizations display objects next to each other, on top of each other,
or display computed object differences. We show an example of each category in Fig-
ure 2.3. Some approaches further combine these methods, most commonly by showing
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(a) Juxtaposition (b) Superposition (offset) (c) Explicit Encoding
Figure 2.3: Visual designs for comparative visualization (adapted from Gleicher et al. [73]).
(a) Juxtaposition places objects side by side, whereas (b) superposition places objects on top
of each other. Offset and blending can address overplotting issues. If differences can be
computed, (c) explicit encodings can display the differences directly. For example, we display
common properties in grey and differences in the color of the object they stem from.
multiple computed differences in a side-by-side view. Javed and Elmquist [105] fur-
ther suggest overloading, nesting, and integration as additional design principles, which
provide a more detailed partitioning of juxtaposition and superposition designs. Simi-
larly, Chen et al. [50] establish the term visual multiplexing to refer to visually overlaid
information and provide a framework for superposition designs. While none of these
authors argue for one design being better than another, Ondov and colleagues [104, 151]
evaluate basic visualization designs with common comparison tasks. In an attempt to
automate the design of comparative visualizations for spatial data ensembles, Kole-
sar et al. [119] compute an optimal abstraction of spatial information while preserving
user-defined characteristics. This way, more ensemble members can be displayed and
compared to each other, without losing essential information.
Finally, Gleicher [72] discusses visual comparison in terms of the elements that are
being compared, what challenges occur, which strategies help address these challenges,
and which designs are considered for effective comparison. As main challenges, he
names the number, size, and complexity of compared objects, as well as the size and
complexity of their relationships. To address these scalability issues, common strate-
gies limit the number of examined items, let the user experience them in sequence, or
display an abstraction of objects. These challenges often lead to tradeoffs in the appli-
cation design, so that either the number of addressed challenges or the usability of the
application is reduced.
While we apply many of the discussed comparison concepts, the goal of our work
is not the comparison of datasets, but rather the comparison of visualization techniques.
Exploration of Visualization Pipelines
The visualization process is often described as a transformation from data space into
visualization space into image space [77]. Several visualization frameworks, like
VTK [174], ParaView [17], and MeVisLab [118], allow for the construction of a vi-
sualization pipeline, which consists of several connected algorithmic modules that re-
alize the implementation of the scientific visualization process. Such systems allow
for rapid prototyping of visualization algorithms and provide insight into the created
pipeline. The comparison of visualization pipelines can be utilized to compare visual-
ization techniques and to explore their parameter settings. For example, Chi et al. [51]
use visualization pipelines to implement information visualization spreadsheets that
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display multiple visualization techniques at the same time. They then apply varying
parameter sets and display the resulting visual outcomes. By displaying results for
varying parameter sets and visualization techniques at the same time, this approach
allows for the simultaneous exploration of the visualization space and parameter space.
Provenance is a term widely used by the visualization community (and beyond) to
describe the history of data transformations, visualization states, user interactions, ana-
lytical findings, and reasoning [159]. Giving users access to such histories enables them
to inspect previous results, undo mistakes, and explore multiple paths to solve the prob-
lem at hand. Furthermore, provenance can serve as a tool to increase reproducibility of
results, communicate cognitive processes in a collaborative environment, and teach vi-
sualization creation to students. VisTrails [26] displays the history of visual results and
user interactions in the creation of a VTK pipeline. The user can inspect previous states
and compare them to the current pipeline. The results of multiple pipelines can further
be shown next to each other to create large visualization ensembles and spreadsheets
(see Figure 2.4). By inspecting the visual results and pipelines of multiple visualization
techniques, users can compare the methods and discover their individual differences.
Figure 2.4: VisTrails [26] allows for the creation of spreadsheets to compare results from
multiple visualization pipelines (top: isovalues, bottom: volume rendering). Parameters can
be changed and synchronized across pipelines for their exploration.
In contrast to VisTrails, which is built on top of VTK, Callahan et al. [44] developed
a stand-alone application that receives data through an API, so that it can extend any
existing visualization system. They demonstrate how their application can extend Par-
aView [17] to inspect the history of user interactions. Silva et al. [181] further demon-
strate how the exploration and comparison of visualization pipelines can be utilized
to teach university students how visualizations are created, which common mistakes
happen during their creation, and how varying techniques differ in detail.
Our work focusses on the rendering process of the visualization pipeline and, specif-
ically, at the development of rendering algorithms. We aim to integrate the provenance
of user interactions and visualization states into the development process and display
the concurrent evolution of source code and visual result. This history can then be used
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to explore the exposed visualization space and to teach visualization algorithm devel-
opment to university students.
Visualization Interpolation and Recommender Systems
Instead of users interactively exploring the visualization space, automatic systems can
analyze existing visualization techniques to present methods that fit the requirements or
to suggest novel designs. A strong theoretical understanding of different visualization
types, their shortcomings and strengths, as well as their perceptual properties, provides
the basis for automatic recommendation of good visualizations. Such tools can in par-
ticular benefit novice users to select a visualization that fits their data and task at hand.
While many recommendation systems suggest well defined presets of visualization de-
signs, others are capable of combining diverse representations. We discuss different ap-
proaches of visualization recommendation systems, include combinations of designs,
and specifically highlight methods that interpolate between multiple visualizations.
In one of the first automatic approaches for visualization design, Mackinlay [139]
utilizes rankings of visual embeddings from perceptual studies to automatically choose
a visualization with preferable perceptual properties. SAGE [163] presents previously
created visualizations that match the user’s intent, allows for the assembly of visualiza-
tions, and for their customization. Similarly, IMPROVISE* [234] holds a database of
existing visual designs and recommends sketches that are most similar to a user request.
Furthermore, it allows for visual refinements via sketch synthesis based on user feed-
back. Focusing on the presentation of small multiple views, Show Me [140] integrates
an automatic selection of visual marks with a selection of visualization techniques
ranked by their fit to the data. Gotz and Wen [74] present an alternative approach where
they analyze user behavior and detect patterns in the interaction with the visualization
to recommend a visualization that better facilitates the task. Other approaches integrate
knowledge ontologies for the semantic web (SemViz [71], Viso [214]), statistical data
properties and user votes (VizDeck [110]), and deep neural networks [62, 93] into the
recommendation process. Finally, CompassQL [225] is a query language which aims
to generalize the inquiry of visualization recommendations and demonstrates how it
can be integrated with existing recommender systems. This general-purpose approach
yields the potential to query the visualization space and fosters its exploration.
Based on visualization pipelines, Scheidegger et al. [171] demonstrate how an auto-
matic comparison can not only query for varying visualization algorithms, but also cre-
ate new visualizations by adjusting pipelines based on computed analogies. As shown
in Figure 2.5, features can be extracted from one visualization technique and added to
another pipeline. VisMashup [169] particularly targets novice users and provides sim-
ple interaction widgets for the creation of custom visualizations. VisComplete [120]
suggests partial completions of visualization pipelines based on a collection of exist-
ing pipelines. This approach helps both novice users by suggesting full pipelines and
experts by suggesting minor improvements. Based on our application for visualization
algorithm development, we aim to integrate similar functionalities for visualization rec-
ommendation and automatic source code completion in the future.
Liu et al. [134] present an approach to interpolate results of volume rendering tech-
niques by finding features in data and merging the transfer functions that created in-
dividual results. They provide a simple interface that enables novice users to create a
transfer function by combining the results of provided example images. A similar ap-
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Figure 2.5: Existing visualization pipelines (left) can be analyzed to extract features and auto-
matically apply them to a new pipeline (right) [171]. This way, implemented features can be
reused and integrated into recommender systems.
proach is presented by Wu et al. [228], where volume renderings from different transfer
functions are aligned on a palette similar to a color wheel. Claessen and Van Wijk [52]
show how visualizations for multivariate data, like scatter plots and parallel coordinate
plots, can be unified in a description of multiple linked axes. Their flexible approach
further allows for the creation and exploration of new visualization techniques based
on the same original concept.
Multiple visualization techniques can be combined through embedding, like tree-
maps embedded in bar charts [94] or data tables [196], and adjacency matrices embed-
ded in node-link graph representations [88]. Specifically the latter could implement a
parameter to linearly interpolate between an adjacency matrix and a node-link graph
to define the percentage of nodes that are represented by each individual approach.
Schulz and Hadlak [176] formalize this idea and describe the visualization space as an
interpolation of visualization presets. They demonstrate how the blending between dif-
ferent visualization techniques through numerical parameter configurations can yield
new interpolated visualization designs (see Figure 2.6). We extend this approach by
presenting an interpolation of time-dependent visualization presets. In our work, we
focus on representations for dynamic hierarchies and define a parameter for the inter-
polation of one-dimensional treemaps and nested streamgraphs.
Figure 2.6: Yellow charts mark predefined visualization designs, whereas grey charts are in-
terpolated between presets through parameter adjustments [176].
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2.3 Arts and Aesthetics in Visualization
While the typical goal of visualization designers is to create representations that are
effective and efficient in conveying the underlying data features, some designs turn
out more visually appealing than others. It is therefore to no surprise that researchers
became interested in studying the aesthetic qualities of visualizations. For example,
Tractinsky et al. [202] found a strong correlation between aesthetics and the usability
of a visualization. Harrison et al. [80] found that users judged the aesthetic appeal of a
visualization on a mere 500ms exposure mostly by its colorfulness and its complexity.
These findings varied based on age and gender, but generally suggest more colorful and
less complex representations, which can in turn improve their memorability [33].
Several research efforts were made to apply artistic styles to 3D graphic renderings.
Winkenbach and Salesin [222] demonstrate a rendering technique that looks similar to
pen and ink illustrations. Kyprianidis et al. [124] summarize many of the approaches
in non-photorealistic rendering and create a taxonomy of techniques for the transfer
of artistic styles to images and videos. Later approaches are mostly example-based
techniques or built on top of convolutional neural networks. StylIt [67] uses hand-
drawn spheres as examples to integrate illumination effects and to improve the fidelity
of stylized images. Some of the examples and result images can be seen in Figure 2.7.
Frigo et al. [68] inspect the differences between local and global effects of color and
texture to preserve image structure during style transfer. Such example-based style
transfers are one application of patch-based image synthesis techniques, surveyed by
Barnes and Zhang [23]. Convolutional neural networks were for example used by
Gatys et al. [69] to transfer styles from artworks to photographs, as well as by Selim et
al. [178] to apply artistic styles from drawn to photographed portraits. In our work, we
follow similar goals and aim to apply an artistic style to information visualization.
Figure 2.7: Hand-drawn spheres (top) are used as examples to apply similar artistic styles to
3D renderings (bottom). This figure was adapted from Fišer et al. [67].
Lau and Moere [129] proposed a model for aesthetics in information visualization,
seeing aesthetics as the degree of artistic influence on the data mapping, rather than as a
measure of appeal. In this sense, it should be discussed how art and visualization differ
from, or influence each other. Kosara [122] compares information visualization and
arts, saying that visual efficiency (like the ability to read data) is not a major concern
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in arts, but rather to convey the basic matter. He further alludes to visualization and art
lying at opposite ends of a sublimity scale and thereby refers to their contrary goals.
Ramirez [160] on the other hand argues that aesthetic information visualization aims to
present a subjective impression rather than to convey a message.
Instead of applying artistic approaches to visualization, Informative Art [91] con-
siders the opposite direction where information is integrated into art displays by, for
example, changing the color in the image based on the weather or time. Viégas and
Wattenberg [213] survey similar artworks which integrate methods from information
visualization. They provide a common vocabulary in this field and, for example, define
artistic visualization (or visualization art) as a data-based visualization that was created
with the intent to make art. This definition also clarifies the distinction between artis-
tic visualization and art, since the latter is typically not based on data. At the same
time, they argue that beautiful visualizations cannot be considered art since they lack
the artistic intent. This definition draws a clear line between aesthetically pleasing vi-
sualizations and visualization art. An extended discussion of literature on aesthetics,
art, and visualization is given by Lang [126] and Gough [75].
In an attempt to integrate artistic appeal into visualizations, several approaches
employ digital brush strokes to imitate paintings [83, 115, 116, 194]. Samsel et
al. [168] extract color palettes from artworks that communicate different emotional
moods to create engaging scientific visualizations. Finally, Johnson et al. [109] intro-
duce Artifact-Based Rendering, a technique that starts with physical artistic elements
like paintings, sculptures, and photographs, and integrates them with 3D scientific visu-
alization methods. Their approach yields benefits for artists to easier create visualiza-
tion art, as well as for visualization experts, by introducing new and engaging elements
for the visual mapping of data. This method provides an expressive way of synergiz-
ing art and visualization and to create aesthetically pleasing results. We demonstrate an
example for stroke-based and artifact-based rendering in Figure 2.8. Our own efforts
follow this direction by combining arts and information visualization to support artists
in the creation of visualization art, and to enhance the aesthetic appeal of storyline
visualizations.
Figure 2.8: Left: Visualization of a supernova data set using brush strokes [194]. Right:
Artifact-Based Rendering [109] of the current, flow curvature, temperature, salinity, and nitrate
concentrations in the Golf of Mexico.
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In this thesis we explore the visualization space from several viewpoints, moving
from theory to practical approaches and present specific applications of visualization
design. After an extensive theoretical assessment of existing approaches for visualiza-
tion space exploration in Paper A, we present an application for visualization experts
and students in Paper B to compare multiple visualization algorithms on a general level.
We choose source code as the underlying basis that all visualization algorithms have
in common, track the complete algorithm development process, and allow for the ex-
ploration of all development states on a visual and source code level. The represen-
tation of source code changes over time helps users to compare states and see trends
in the algorithm development, but it also poses a major challenge due to the complex-
ity of the acquired information. We therefore examine existing approaches that display
the evolution of hierarchical data structures over time, compare and evaluate their dis-
tinct strengths and shortcomings, and present a novel visualization method in Paper C
that merges two representations to take advantage of their individual benefits. Finally,
based on our gathered knowledge in stream-based visualization approaches, we explore
the field of meta-perceptual properties by analyzing aesthetics in artistic diagrammatic
paintings and by applying a similar visual style to storyline visualizations.
3.1 Theory of Visualization Assessment
One of the primary tasks of a visualization creator is to choose a visualization method
that represents the data well and displays it in such a way that a particular user can
extract the information required for a specified task. The effectiveness of the chosen
visualization often depends on the creator’s expertise and can suffer from issues in qual-
ity when, e.g., common guidelines for good visualization practices are not followed. It
is therefore one of the goals of visualization research to provide the necessary knowl-
edge to distinguish good from bad visualizations and to equip visualization creators
with the tools and know-how to build effective visualizations. In the remainder of this
section, we discuss common approaches to assess visualization methods and discuss
how they can be utilized to compare visualizations.
Different visual encodings, such as color, size, and shape, used in a visualization,
steer the user’s focus and affect the way comparisons between individual entities are
made. Users build a mental model of the underlying data based on the visual input
they receive and it is a visualization expert’s goal to find a visual mapping that provides
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the user with the most accurate description of the data. If we could faithfully simu-
late human visual perception, we could potentially synthesize visualizations that create
desired impressions in a user’s mind. Having an at least partial understanding of the
perceptual system enables us to choose a visualization that is likely to better represent
the data. We summarize these efforts of comparing visual representations on the basis
of human visual perception as measures of perceptual characteristics. Typical exam-
ples for such measures are user studies to understand low-level perceptual properties,
mathematical, physiologically-based models of neural behavior, and models of higher-
level phenomena like saliency. Cleveland and McGill [53] measure user accuracy in
value comparison tasks based on different visual encodings. This study provides visu-
alization experts with the guidance to choose certain visual encodings over others, like
length rather than angle, for the task of value comparison. Pineo and Ware [154] utilize
a model of retinal and V1 Gabor response to predict the users’ perception of speed in
a flow visualization and thereby steer an automatic parameter optimization for an im-
proved visual representation. Jänicke and Chen [98] measure the mismatch between
features in data and visual features, which allows for a direct comparison of visualiza-
tions and the choice of one that best represents the data. Based on these examples, we
can see that the results of such perceptual approaches can provide guidelines to best
practices, allow for the comparison of different approaches, and steer optimizations of
existing visualization algorithms.
Task-oriented quality measures quantify specific visual properties of a represen-
tation and, when optimized, mean to improve the quality of the visualization. For
example, edge crossings increase the cognitive load on users reading graph represen-
tations [156]. Given this knowledge, the visualization can be improved by choosing a
graph layout with a minimal number of edge crossings. Similarly, wiggle describes the
change in the slope of streamgraph layers and the larger the wiggle, the harder it is to
read the heights of individual layers at any point [43]. In both cases, optimizing the de-
fined quality measure not only improves the readability of the visualization, but further
improves its aesthetic appeal. Other applications for quality measures are optimiza-
tions of orderings in parallel coordinate plots [106], orderings of rows and columns
in matrix views [27], and comparisons of treemap layouts for time-varying hierarchi-
cal data [211]. While task-oriented quality measures are practically oriented and often
lead to automatic approaches to optimize a given visualization, they are mostly specific
to a certain visualization type and therefore rarely generalize to a broader visualization
comparison.
Some properties of visualizations can be measured for all visualization types and
provide a general basis for comparison. Tufte [204] defined a data-to-ink ratio, which
measures the percentage of data-representing pixels in an image, and a lie factor, which
compares data values to the size of their visual representation. But more general prop-
erties are often more theoretically defined so that it can be unclear how to exactly
measure them. One example is Mackinlay’s expressiveness [139], which describes if
a visualization encodes all facts in the data without introducing additional facts. This
definition requires an assessment of what “facts” are and a thorough understanding of
what can be found in the data. We therefore distinguish these measurements from pre-
viously discussed quality metrics and rather consider them as definitions of desirable
characteristics of visualizations. Similar efforts to find relationships between data and
their visual representation have been made by Demiralp et al. [61], who compare the
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symmetry and distance in data and visualization space, and Kindlmann and Scheideg-
ger [114], who investigate relations of manipulations between these spaces. Since all
these approaches share a common goal of describing structural characteristics of the
visualization process, we summarize such higher-level measures, theoretical models,
and pipelines for visualization creation as structure-oriented measures. While some re-
search is purely aimed at building a theoretical foundation for visualization [136, 158],
it is often possible to draw practical implications and measures from such models.
For example, Xu et al. [229] apply information theory to visualization, measuring the
amount of information transferred through visual channels, and thereby optimize the
placement of streamlines in flow visualizations. Bruckner et al. [38] describe a model
to analyze the directness of user interactions, which builds a basis for the comparison
of different interaction techniques in a visualization context. Both of these approaches
show how theoretical models not only provide principles for good visualization design,
but can be employed to create specific measures for visualization comparison.
Finally, meta-perceptual process measures describe desired properties of visualiza-
tions beyond the common goals of gaining insights and improving user task perfor-
mance. Examples for such measures are memorability, aesthetics, preattentive pro-
cessing, engagement, and enjoyment. They are often difficult to quantify, not purely
explainable through an understanding of human visual perception, and highly user de-
pendent. For instance, Harrison et al. [80] found that colorful and complex visual
representations are perceived as more aesthetically pleasing, but depend on age, gen-
der, and education of the user. Visual embellishments improve a user’s ability to recall
a visualization [24] and increase enjoyment [166], but also increase the error rate when
reading charts [183], which stands in direct contrast to common visualization goals.
While these meta-perceptual properties might not be the main focus for most visualiza-
tion creators, they can find application in more specialized fields like education, where
memorability and enjoyment can be of higher importance than the perception of exact
values. They therefore play an important role for the general goal of finding a visual-
ization that is best fit for the target user and task at hand.
In conclusion, we summarized and categorized existing approaches for visualization
comparison in the context of their measurability. While some of these attempts, like
task-related measures, have a higher practical impact at present, others may provide a
fuller picture of the visualization space and contribute practical means in the future.
While the individual research fields should be followed for short and long term insight
gain, we believe that a combination of distinct research efforts can lead to a unified
visualization theory and strengthen the field of visualization even further.
3.2 Visualization for Visualization Developers
While many visualization applications are intended for scientists, analysts, and lay
users [86], visualization developers themselves are rarely the target user group of a vi-
sualization system. In the context of visualization comparison, existing applications are
catered to different user groups. For novice users, visualization recommender systems
compare multiple predefined visualizations to automatically choose a good visualiza-
tion for a given dataset. Applications for visualization experts are more specialized,
e.g., to explore the parameter space for one specific visualization type or concrete vi-
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sualization algorithm. By examining existing methods for visualization space explo-
ration, we have identified a gap in visualization research which we aim to address by
developing a practical approach for general visualization comparison targeted at vi-
sualization experts. We view source code as the common basis of all visualization
algorithms and present an environment for visualization developers to compare differ-
ent visualization methods during their development on a visual and algorithmic level.
We provide tools specifically designed to support the development process of visual-
ization algorithms, the exploration of the visualization space and parameter space, and
common comparison tasks that would otherwise be hard to execute.
3.2.1 Automatic Compilation and Version Control
We design the interface of our system similar to common integrated development envi-
ronments (IDEs) by providing a text editor with syntax highlighting and auto comple-
tion, and an output window for compilation errors. We utilize a modular window layout
where individual views can be added, moved, and deleted based on the user’s prefer-
ences. The remainder of the available space displays a meta-visualization to provide
visual support for visualization exploration tasks during the algorithm development.
Figure 3.1 shows the application interface during the development of a flow visualiza-
tion. We develop the system as a web application with a client-server architecture to
make it widely available, to facilitate access to higher processing power via server-side
backends, and to provide an easy entry point for students so they do not need to install
compilers or libraries.
Figure 3.1: The interface layout can be adjusted by scaling and moving the individual modules.
It consists of a code editor (left), an interactive view of the visual result (top right), our meta
visualization (center right), and a textual output (bottom right).
Compared to other algorithms in computer science, visualization algorithms pro-
vide a visual result that, as the easiest form of a sanity check, can be inspected for er-
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rors or artifacts. We therefore provide a result window that displays the current visual
output of the algorithm and allows for direct interactions with the visualization. We
follow previous approaches that utilize on-the-fly live previews, like ShaderToy [13]
and Vega-Lite [170], by automatically compiling and updating the result view when-
ever the user changes the source code. Parameters of the algorithm can be defined as
input parameters, which not only enables the computation of a new result image with-
out recompilation of the source code when a parameter is changed, but also allows for
the integration of interactions for parameter manipulation. Since the user can define the
algorithm and parameters of interest, this setup provides a good basis for future inte-
grations of extensive parameter space explorations. Similar to Design Galleries [143],
the system could automatically compute images of varying parameter settings, cluster
them, and present possibly interesting sets of parameter values to the user. In our ap-
proach, we aim to investigate the unexplored area of fixed parameter effects on varying
visualization algorithms to reveal, for example, parameter sensitivities that are highly
dependent on algorithmic properties.
When a user changes the source code, it is sent to a server which initiates a compila-
tion process and provides feedback either in the form of a visual result, if it succeeded,
or as a descriptive error message. We keep track of all source code changes in a ver-
sion control system (Git), but only include successfully compiling states as a measure
of clutter reduction. In order to enable the exploration of the complete development
process, we visualize the Git tree in the form of a node-link diagram and integrate in-
tuitive interactions for users to communicate with the version control system without
having comprehensive background knowledge. The individual visual cues of our Git
tree visualization are explained in Figure 3.2. We automatically create a repository for
the user and commit a new revision whenever the source code compiles. Each revision
will be shown to the user as a colored circle that is connected to the circle of the pre-
vious revision through a colored line. The visualization follows a top-down timeline,
where newer revisions are shown below their predecessors. The circle of the currently
viewed revision is marked in orange compared to other revisions that are blue. When
the user clicks on any of the previous revisions, the system will execute a Git check-
out, load the source code from the selected revision into the text editor, show its visual
result in the result view, and mark the now active revision in the Git tree visualization.
This way, the user can easily jump back and forth between different visualization states
through a single mouse click. When a revision with a successor is selected and the
user changes the source code to a new compiling state, the system creates a new Git
branch from the current revision and commits the new source code to the newly cre-
ated branch. This change is represented by a visual branch in the Git tree visualization,
showing two circles that are connected to the same predecessor (see Figure 3.2f). We
highlight the currently active branch by displaying all its revisions in blue and other
nodes in plain grey. To reduce the vertical space of the timeline, consecutive revisions
can be grouped into a merge node, which is emphasized by a green background.
So far, these features could have been achieved in a similar fashion through the
integration of Git and hot-reloading extensions or scripts to common development en-
vironments. We relieve the user from setting up such an environment themselves and
move computationally expensive procedures to a server so that the application can run
on low-level clients. The described architectural functionality builds the basis for the
now following features that drive the exploration of the visualization space.
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(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f)
Figure 3.2: Git tree visualization. a) Initially, only one node is visible. b) When a new revision
is added, its node is connected to the previous revision’s node and it is marked as the current
state by an orange outline. c) When a new revision with the same source code structure is
added, the nodes are automatically grouped, as indicated by a green background. d) Groups
can be expanded to reveal all grouped states. e) When clicking on a previous revision, its
source code and result image are loaded and it is marked as the currently inspected state. f)
A change of the source code then leads to the creation of a new branch, which is visually
indicated by one node having two child nodes.
3.2.2 Visual Exploration of Visualization Algorithms
Given the data for every compiling state of the algorithm development, we can start to
integrate functionalities for the support of visualization developers that help them com-
pare different algorithmic approaches. To present differences in visual features and
artifacts of the rendering process, we aim to provide the user with a visual compari-
son between different states of their algorithm. Existing result-driven approaches for
parameter space exploration [39, 143] inspired us to show images of results in a jux-
tapositional view to allow for their visual comparison. We display the result image of
every revision of the current branch and horizontally align it with the corresponding
node in the Git tree timeline (see Figure 3.3). This thumbnail serves as a visual rep-
resentation of implemented features in a state and can lead to a faster recognition of
a revision of interest than common commit messages can offer. This visualization of
visualizations provides a fast overview over all developed states and highlights errors
in the algorithm through visually erroneous images. Since this representation of small
multiples limits the size of individual images, we display a larger version of each image
on mouseover. By alternately hovering over images of interest, the user can identify
differences of higher detail.
While this approach showcases major visual differences between states, other fea-
tures might only lead to subtle changes. In order to highlight even minor visual dif-
ferences and counteract cases of change blindness, we display the per-pixel image
variance between result images (Figure 3.3D). The presented variance image not only
reveals areas where the compared images differ, but can also be seen as a kind of
task-related quality metric that quantifies the amount of visual change over time. A
completely white output shows that all pixels of the compared images differ, whereas a
black output represents identical images. Each variance image can be hovered to over-
lay the currently displayed result image with the visual variance and to identify exact
areas of change. We tackle visual comparison on multiple scales by providing a visual
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Figure 3.3: Our meta visualization follows a top-down timeline of source code revisions.
A) Git tree visualization. B) Representation of the source code structure in each revision.
C) Visual result image for each revision. D) Visual difference between grouped results.
overview first and details on demand.
In contrast to approaches of parameter space exploration that show images of vi-
sual results for a single visualization with different parameter sets, we not only display
the result for the current parameter set, but for all states of the developed visualization
algorithm. We take advantage of our client-server architecture to compute the effect
of parameter changes not only on the current algorithmic state, but on all revisions
that feature the changed parameter. To be precise, we store the executable of every
compiled revision, execute every revision of the current branch with the updated input
parameter, and update the result images in an asynchronous fashion on the client side.
In Figure 3.4, we demonstrate how a change of camera parameters is applied to mul-
tiple algorithms to ease their comparison. If a user wanted to achieve the same effect
in a common development environment, they would need to change the parameter of
interest, store the visual result, find a revision of interest based on the stored commit
messages, checkout, compile, and execute the selected revision. Only then could a user
compare the result image to the stored one. This process would need to be repeated
for every other revision that the user wants to include in the comparison process. Our
simplified approach of comparing parameters across visualization algorithms provides
a new perspective on parameter space exploration and combines it with approaches for
visualization space exploration. It can, for example, reveal parameters that the under-
lying algorithm is sensitive to and facilitate the identification of parameter values that
provide reasonable results independent of individual feature implementations. We fur-
ther enable the mapping of selected input parameters to interactive interface elements
to ease user access to frequently changed parameters. We lay the foundation for future
research to apply common knowledge from parameter space exploration to multiple
visualization algorithms and explore the effects of parameter changes across the visu-
alization space.
In addition to the evolution of the visual result, we aim to investigate the evolution
of the source code and its relation to implemented visualization features. We therefore
display a high-level abstraction of the source code that represents the principal code
structure for each state (Figure 3.3B). Since the abstract syntax tree of an algorithm is
often too large to reasonably display in its entirety, we trim it to a representation of
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Figure 3.4: Left: An integrated interaction technique manipulates the camera parameters. The
new parameter set is applied to all previous revisions to ease the comparison task. Right:
When hovering one of the result images, a tooltip reveals the source code differences between
the hovered and the current state.
nested block scopes. In C-like languages, a code block is enclosed in curly brackets
and each block is either nested inside another block or defined on the document level.
We display the static scope tree as a node-link diagram where the root node represents
the complete source code, the first level includes one node for each source code file,
and each file is a subtree of nested block scopes. The tree displays the number of
block scopes, number of files, blocks per file, and tree depth, which can all provide
directions to describe the complexity of the algorithm. By comparing trees of different
states, we can perceive when files, functions, loops, and conditional statements are
added, removed, or moved during the development. In case the user is interested in a
more detailed breakdown of code changes, we integrate a tooltip that shows the exact
code difference between two states when hovering over a result image of interest (see
Figure 3.4). Similar to the representation of visual changes, we address multiple scales
by visualizing source code changes in an abstract overview and in low-level detail.
The combination of source code changes and representation of result images can
provide insight in the relation between algorithmic modifications and visual impacts. It
can, for example, highlight when many source code changes did not lead to significant
changes in the visual output, or when very few changes majorly impacted the result.
As a future direction, we may integrate quality metrics to measure the visual impact
of every single line of code and visualize it to identify lines that are most sensitive to
adjustments. We believe that the mapping between source code and its visual result
has great potential to showcase the correlation between parts of the algorithm and the
visual features they are responsible for. If this correspondence can be sufficiently en-
capsulated, we might provide tools for visualization developers to define features of
interest and provide recommendations for source code that adds this feature to the ex-
isting code base. Until then, our application provides visualization developers with the
visual support to identify differences between varying algorithmic approaches on both
the visual and the source code level, and to compare implemented features towards their
suitability for the intended task.
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3.3 Stream-based Visualization and Aesthetics
After our discussion of general visualization comparison in theory and practice, we will
now limit our exploration to time-dependent, stream-based visualization techniques.
We will specifically investigate two visualizations of time-varying hierarchies and de-
fine a parameter for their interpolation to benefit from their individual advantages.
We then explore the field of meta-perceptual measures by inspecting the aesthetics of
stream-based approaches and mimic the artistic appeal of diagrammatic paintings into
storyline visualizations.
3.3.1 Visualization Interpolation for Dynamic Hierarchies
While exploring the source code evolution for visualization algorithms, we realized
that tree representations can sufficiently visualize each source code state, but come
with certain deficiencies for the visualization of code changes over time. In particular,
when the trees become larger, the mental matching of nodes in adjacent trees and the
identification of individual changes can be challenging tasks. Even if changing nodes
would be highlighted in the visualization, the fact that one step in the timeline can in-
clude multiple source code changes leads to ambiguities in their interpretation. For
example, the user could not distinguish between a code block moving from one posi-
tion to another, and a block being deleted and another block being added in another
location. We therefore investigated methods for the visualization of hierarchical data
structures and discovered Chronicler [223] and Nested Tracking Graphs [137] that both
utilize streams to display the evolution of each node over time. We generalize these vi-
sualizations under the term nested streamgraph and display their creation process in
Figure 3.5.
Figure 3.5: Stream-based visualization of changes between two trees from left to right. The
nesting of tree nodes is transferred to the stream representation through containment; the dark
blue root node of the tree contains the complete hierarchy and the two medium blue nodes are
nested inside the root node. The light blue node is nested inside one of the medium blue nodes
in one tree, but moves to the other medium blue node in the next hierarchy.
Instead of displaying the hierarchies at individual points in time, nested sreamgraphs
visualize the hierarchical changes directly and thereby provide a more intuitive repre-
sentation that resolves ambiguities in the perception of changes. For example, the
nested streamgraph in Figure 3.5 clearly shows that the light blue node is not deleted
and added, but moving from one parent to another. However, these visualizations seem
to lack the clear outline of hierarchies at individual points in time that juxtaposed tree
visualizations excel at. We therefore conducted a user study to test this phenomenon
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and demonstrate that users require a significantly larger number of attempts to answer
questions regarding the understanding of hierarchies in nested streamgraphs compared
to one-dimensional treemaps. We believe that these findings can be explained by the
fact that stream-based visualizations only devote one dimension to the containment of
nodes, whereas every node in a treemap is completely contained by its parent, which
enhances the perception of shapes.
Figure 3.6: Nodes in one-dimensional treemaps (left) are fully contained by their parent ele-
ments, which results in a clear representation of the hierarchy in all three time points. Nested
streamgraphs (right) clarify what kind of change happened to individual nodes, but their con-
tinuous visualization hinders the perception of hierarchies. Our approach (center) combines
both approaches by showing changes via streams, but using full node containment for display-
ing hierarchies.
We designed a new visualization method called SplitStreams that aims to combine
the advantages of treemaps and stream-based approaches to facilitate the perception of
hierarchies and their changes over time. We take the nested streams as a starting point,
split them at every point in time, and, similar to one-dimensional treemaps, utilize
the gained space to represent the hierarchy through containment in both dimensions.
To demonstrate these differences, Figure 3.6 showcases all mentioned visualization
types displaying the same dataset. We define a parameter to control the proportion
of space used for hierarchies and for displaying changes, which can be seen as an
interpolation between one-dimensional treemaps and nested streamgraphs. We explore
further parameters of our visualization that aim to improve the visual quality of all
inspected methods through the adjustment of spacings between elements. The results
of our user study demonstrate that SplitStreams can be employed as a general method
for the visualization of dynamic hierarchical structures, because we were unable to
find significant differences between our method and the combined methods in their
individual strengths.
3.3.2 Aesthetics in Stream-Based Visualizations
During the investigation of stream-based methods for the visualization of hierarchies
over time, we discovered Temporal Treemaps [121] that utilize cushions, similar to
cushions for treemaps [209], to emphasize the perception of hierarchies. We applied
both cushions and drop shadows to our SplitStream approach and, additionally to pos-
sibly improving the hierarchical perception, found them aesthetically appealing. We
demonstrate a comparison of SplitStreams with and without shadows in Figure 3.7.
Ward Shelley’s [16] diagrammatic paintings are hand-drawn artworks that show the
evolution of art-related topics in a stream-based timeline. In addition to using inner
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Figure 3.7: SplitStreams with (right) and without (left) applied shadows.
shadows and drop shadows, they possess a remarkable aesthetic style that stems from
their unique combination of color and shapes. We aim to learn from the artist by ana-
lyzing the aesthetics of his artworks and their individual elements. The goal of our work
is two-fold: First, we aim to generate a similar visual appeal as Ward Shelley’s hand-
drawn paintings in digitally created storyline visualizations. Secondly, by developing
an application for the automatic generation of storylines from data, we can provide
artists with a tool that simplifies the planning process for their complex arrangements
through automatic layout algorithms and integrated interactions for data generation.
Compared to existing layouts for storyline visualizations [135, 150, 192, 193] that
aim for a clean presentation, straight streams, and equal spacings, Ward Shelley utilizes
rather wavy forms for his streams, while still embracing the space – or absence of
space – between individual topics to represent their relation. We encounter a trade-off
between a visualization creator’s aim to present data in a clear fashion, and an artist’s
goal to provide an aesthetically pleasing representation. We aim to find a middle ground
between both approaches and provide the ability to simulate both behaviors with the
aid of a particle-based force layout.
Every stream is represented by multiple connected particles equally spread over
the timeline and individual attractive and repelling forces push the stream into its final
form. An example for the graph representation and its stream-based result can be seen
in Figure 3.8. The computation aims to optimize individual properties of the layout and
is highly dependent on the set of parameter values. Such parameters include the power
of repelling forces between particles, attractive forces between connected particles, a
general gravity keeping the visualization in the center of the selected space, collision
forces, and the definition of a cooldown parameter that reduces all forces over time.
In Figure 3.9 we demonstrate how a different set of parameters can either result in
very straight, or rather wavy streams. The optimization process becomes even more
complicated, because the same force type can be defined with different strengths on
varying properties. For example, we define a stronger attractive force between nodes
of the same stream, compared to connected nodes of different streams, to keep them in
a rather straight line. Also, we apply a different force strength on nodes of connected
streams than on nodes of labels that are connected to a stream node. This way the
distance of labels to their connected streams can be controlled.
The definition of multiple parameters for the optimization process represents a great
opportunity for the application of parameter space exploration approaches. In the con-
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Figure 3.8: We interpret the data as a directed acyclic graph (left), where each stream is repre-
sented by connected rectangular graph nodes at every time step. A stream can be nested (pink
inside blue), move into another parent (pink moves into orange), merge with another stream
(orange and blue), and split into multiple streams (pink). Textual nodes (labels) are repre-
sented by a number of circular nodes based on the text length and font size. We differ between
labels outside (blue circles), inside (orange circles), and on top of streams (grey circles). The
resulting stream representation is shown on the right.
Figure 3.9: The application of different parameter settings allows for vastly varying layouts.
In this case, lowering the attractive forces between connected stream nodes leads to a wavier
representation.
text of stream-based visualizations, many task-related quality metrics like edge cross-
ings and empty space can be integrated into the process [192]. Given the inclusion of
aesthetics as a meta-perceptual measure and the combination with arts as another re-
search field, our Organic Narrative Charts portray an example of an interdisciplinary
and wide-ranging application in the field of visualization.
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With our summary of existing work on measures in visualization space and our ap-
plication for the development of visualization algorithms, we have contributed to the
field of visualization space exploration. Our work on stream-based visualizations gives
an example for parameter-based visualization interpolation and demonstrates how aes-
thetic considerations can be applied to an existing visualization technique. We will
now showcase the implemented support features for visualization development, the ad-
vantages of our stream-based representation for dynamic hierarchies, and the aesthetic
appeal of organic narrative charts.
4.1 Exploration of Visualization Source Code
Figure 4.1: Simple ray casting algorithm in the
Diderot [113] language.
Given a 3D vector field as input, we
aim to visualize the flow patterns in the
data and render the output into an im-
age. We decide to implement the visual-
ization as a ray casting algorithm, where
a ray is shot through every pixel of the
result image into the three-dimensional
space to determine its pixel color. The
domain-specific programming language
Diderot [113] provides simple features
that ease the implementation of visualiza-
tion algorithms. In Figure 4.1 we demon-
strate how a ray casting algorithm can be
set up in just a few lines of code. While
line 1 defines the version of the Diderot
language, lines 2 and 3 define input pa-
rameters to the algorithm, which in this
case set the resolution of the output im-
age. The initially keyword on line 19–21
describes the entry point to the algorithm.
It calls the raycast function for every pixel of the output image by looping through its
width and height. The strand keyword defines a self-contained function, which means
that it is independent of the rest of the algorithm. Such functions can be executed in
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parallel on multiple threads without the individual executions affecting each other. In
our case, the raycast function (lines 5–17) takes the x and y position of a pixel as input
and returns the pixel color as an RGBA vector in line 15. Diderot repeatedly executes
the update function (line 9) until the stabilize function is called (line 11). For now, our








Figure 4.2: Evolution of a flow visu-
alization on a three-dimensional vec-
tor field. When source code differ-
ences are displayed between two im-
ages then they are complete.
We adjust the update function to step through
the dataset, which means that every ray is evalu-
ated at every step starting from a near plane until it
either encounters a value in the dataset or hits the
far plane. In both cases, the stabilize function is
called to return a pixel color, which we set to white
if a value is encountered or black otherwise. This
leads to the result shown in Figure 4.2B, which
displays the bounding box of the dataset in 3D
space.
Diderot comes with integrated data types that
ease certain visualization-specific tasks. As such,
our vector field is stored as type field#2(3)[],
which means that it is defined in 3-dimensional
space and it can be continuously derived twice.
While the original input data is discrete, its rep-
resentation in a continuous field means that we
can evaluate the dataset at any given point in space
through interpolation. For this, several predefined
kernels can be applied to the data to interpolate
from a discrete to a continuous vector field. Ini-
tially, we select a B-Spline interpolation kernel.
For Figure 4.2C we calculate the magnitude of
the flow and display it if it is above a set thresh-
old. Figure 4.2D displays the exact same algo-
rithm with trilinear interpolation instead of using
B-Splines. When the user hovers over the pre-
vious image in our development support system,
a unique identifier for both states is sent to the
server, where their source code difference is re-
trieved from the Git repository and sent back to the
client. We can see that the only difference between
both versions is indeed the interpolation kernel. In
addition to the source code, the user can inspect
the visual differences and notice that the B-Spline
interpolation creates a much smoother representa-
tion than trilinear interpolation. By clicking on the
B-Spline image, its ID is sent to the server, the re-
vision’s source code is retrieved and updated on the client side. This way, the user
revoked all source code changes with just a single click and can continue to work on
their preferred version of the algorithm.
For Figure 4.2E, we add a light source and perform a gradient-based shading. With
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the basic visualization in place, we can display other flow features by, e.g., computing
extremum lines instead of the magnitude in the vector field (see Figure 4.2F). While
previously changing the reconstruction kernel from B-Splines to trilinear interpolation
resulted in a less smooth representation, it now completely breaks the flow visualiza-
tion (Figure 4.2G). By showing the visual result for every revision, this faulty state au-
tomatically stands out from other implementations. Having the source code differences
directly available together with their visual impact allows for a structured analysis of
the source code and supports the user in narrowing down the problem. Since the shad-
ing works as intended and the kernel could previously be changed without an issue, the
problem must be due to the new feature computations on top of the interpolated vector
field. Basically, the gradient computations (∇) calculate derivatives of the vector field
which are not continuous if the field was linearly interpolated. Once again, the user
can click on a previously working visualization and continue improving it from there.
In this case, the system will automatically create a new branch and thereby remove the
faulty result from the currently inspected history. All states can still be retrieved by in-
teracting with the Git representation. Having the history available for the comparison
of different states does not only support the visualization expert during the develop-
ment, but is also valuable to students of visualization courses to investigate common
mistakes and build a better understanding of the mathematical and algorithmical basis
of visualization techniques.
Evaluation
To evaluate our system, we performed an expert review [200] in two rounds. First,
we recruited 4 visualization experts and showed them the development history of the
previously discussed flow visualization (Figure 4.2). We provided participants with an
introduction to the system’s functionalities and asked them to complete several tasks
that were designed to explore and use all system features. Participants were asked to
follow a think-aloud approach while we recorded their voice and the screen for later
analysis. Finally, subjects answered a 28-statement post-study questionnaire on a 5-
point Likert scale. Out of the 28 questions, 10 were focused on assessing the overall
system usability through the System Usability Scale (SUS [37]), whereas the remaining
18 questions targeted specific support features of our application.
With an SUS score of 78.75, our system was rated “Good” [21] in terms of general
usability. Participants praised its superior functionality over existing development en-
vironments for creating visualization prototypes, first and foremost the ability to see all
visualization results and to investigate source code differences through a simple mouse
hover. The two main concerns that were raised during our interviews were whether
the system can support other programming languages and its scalability towards larger
software projects. Larger projects may contain multiple source files with many more
lines of code, which lead to larger static scope trees, larger tooltips of source code
differences, and more visual results due to longer development sessions.
In order to address some of these issues, we extended our system to support multi-
ple source code files, C++ and GLSL programming languages, and algorithm caching
for faster execution. We showcased these additions in a new example algorithm with
about 10 times more lines of code. We recruited 4 new visualization experts and fol-
lowed the same protocol as for our previous participants by adjusting the tasks towards
the new algorithm. The SUS score went up to 88.75, which refers to a rating of “Ex-
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cellent” [21]. Working with a familiar programming language, participants considered
the tool more beneficial for their own work and asked for the integration of additional
features. Answers projected that subjects were confident in the system’s ability to han-
dle the development of visualization prototypes, but the development of fully-fledged
software solutions would require a larger set of features from common integrated devel-
opment environments. For a more detailed summary of our evaluation results, please
refer to Paper B.
4.2 Visualization of Dynamic Hierarchies
While the detailed inspection of source code changes and visual changes can reveal
critical lines of code, this task becomes harder as the number of source code changes
grows. For this reason, we display a higher level overview of structural changes in
the source code for the user to find correlations between visual and structural changes.
In our meta visualization, we displayed the code structure as a node-link diagram of
nested code blocks. While the hierarchy was clearly visualized for every state, the
detection of changes between consecutive revisions was left to the user. Without the
necessary visual support, this task can be be ambiguous, as demonstrated in Figure 3.6,
and becomes harder as the source code structure increases.
Figure 4.3: Visualization of the source code structures in revisions A-G from the flow algo-
rithm in Figure 4.2. When displayed as node-link diagrams, changes can be hard to detect
or even be ambiguous. SplitStreams display changes between consecutive structures directly
while showing hierarchies at individual time points in a treemap-like fashion.
We developed SplitStreams as a visualization method that displays the hierarchical
changes over time while still allowing for the inspection of hierarchies at individual
time points. In Figure 4.3 we compare the node-link diagrams from our meta visual-
ization to our SplitStream technique. The displayed hierarchies represent the evolution
of code structures in the algorithm development from Figure 4.2. The stream-based vi-
sualization provides a clear overview of the evolution, showing that the code structure
monotonically increased and that new code blocks were added in states B, C, and E. We
can also perceive that structural changes were only made to the update function from
Figure 4.1, while the stabilize function further consisted of one code block only.
While we demonstrated in multiple examples that our method is effective for small
datasets, we also want to explore the limits of this visualization technique. For this
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reason, we display 34 revisions of the Leaflet [8] repository — a JavaScript library
for interactive geographical maps — as a nested streamgraph and as a SplitStream in
Figure 4.4. The dataset is borrowed from an evaluation of time-dependent treemaps
by Vernier et al. [211]. The nested streamgraph reveals the general evolution of the
data, as well as a recurrent pattern of a large number of similarly structured files being
added and deleted in the exact same position. The introduction of splits yields a clearer
representation of hierarchies, showing that the dark blue color represents the root folder
with, at most times, 4 subfolders. It also reveals that the recurring pattern happens on
the root level, where multiple files and folders are added to the root directory, before
and after the third folder, and deleted in the next revision.
Figure 4.4: Visualization of the Leaflet [8] repository as a nested streamgraph (top) and a
SplitStream (bottom).
While this additional information is a useful improvement over nested stream-
graphs, we can also identify clear downsides of the SplitStreams approach. Given
that streams are split at every point in time, the visualization and perception of flow
becomes more disrupted as the number of timepoints increases. It becomes apparent
that not all of these splits are required, especially at times where the hierarchy stays
relatively constant. Furthermore, although structures become clearer, only a limited
number of streams can be displayed at a time. As the number grows, streams are drawn
in smaller height and their nested structure is less perceivable. As such, SplitStreams
suffer from similar limitations as nested streamgraphs in the number of streams that
can be adequately shown.
Although our visualization was inspired by evolutions of source code structures, it is
genuinely a representation of dynamic hierarchies. As such, it can visualize evolutions
of ancestries, taxonomies, topologies, company staff, file systems, text articles, and
population data, just to name a few. In the following, we demonstrate the application
of SplitStreams to represent the development of a mouse brain over time.
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Figure 4.5: Allen Developing Mouse Brain Atlas [131]. In addition to displaying juxtaposed
2D spatial maps of the mouse brain areas (top) [132], we can display their development through
a stream-based representation. We can inspect the spatial closeness of individual areas in the
maps and gain a better impression of time-dependent growing and shrinking of areas. The
introduction of splits in the stream representation allows for the perception of the complete
ontology integrated into the visualization. We can see which areas are considered subgroups of
other areas due to their functionality (the two displayed representations show slightly different
stages of the mouse brain development).
The Allen Developing Mouse Brain Atlas [2, 131] includes over 20000 genes and
lists them in an ontology based on their spatial position and function. In Figure 4.5,
we display the evolution of brain areas at multiple development stages as 2D spatial
maps [132] and as SplitStreams. Since the size of the brain radically increases in the
early stages, and to ease comparison, we display area heights as percentages of the com-
plete brain area at each stage. We can see that the spinal cord (light grey) takes up about
25% of the brain in the first stage, but quickly declines. Although we lose some infor-
mation about area shapes and their spatial closeness, we can investigate the complete
mouse brain ontology in our SplitStreams representation. We can for example see that
the brain is split into four main parts: the spinal cord (light grey), the hindbrain (pink),
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the midbrain (green), and the forebrain (brown). This ontology can be investigated in
further detail, showing two subareas for the mid- and forebrain, but four subareas for
the hindbrain. Our stream-based representation eases the tracking of dynamic values
for individual areas, provides a quick overview for the comparison of multiple stages,
and integrates the hierarchical structure for in-depth investigations. Our open-source
implementation is available under https://github.com/cadanox/SplitStreams.
Evaluation
We conducted a controlled user study to assess the perceptual differences between one-
dimensional treemaps, nested streamgraphs, and SplitStreams. Since our method dis-
plays node containment similar to one-dimensional treemaps, we hypothesized that
users would understand hierarchies at specific points in time better with SplitStreams
than with nested streamgraphs. Similarly, hierarchical changes over time are displayed
in the same manner in our method as in nested streamgraphs. That is why we hypothe-
sized users to perform better with SplitStreams than with one-dimensional treemaps in
tasks regarding time-related changes.
We recruited 120 participants from Amazon Mechanical Turk who completed 14 ba-
sic analysis tasks. We assessed their performance in understanding hierarchical struc-
tures at a given point in time, understanding changes in hierarchies, and comparing
node value changes. The study followed a between-subject design, where partici-
pants were assigned to one of the three different groups based on the tested conditions:
1) SplitStreams, 2) nested streamgraphs, and 3) one-dimensional treemaps. In the tuto-
rial stage, we provided participants with an introduction to their assigned visualization
type, 3 example trials, and 3 practice trials with explanations on how the correct an-
swer can be achieved. Then, for each task, we showed an image of a dynamic hierarchy
and asked users to provide a numerical answer to a simple question. The hierarchy in-
cluded no more than 20 nodes and at most 5 timesteps. All the images within the study
were displayed by the visualization technique assigned to the user’s condition.
Examples of the task-specific questions include determining the number of children
of a highlighted node (to assess understanding of hierarchies), the number of parental
changes (to assess understanding of hierarchical changes), or the number of nodes de-
clining in value (to assess understanding of value changes over time). Users were al-
lowed to answer multiple times until they answered correctly or hit a 5-minute time
limit. In the middle of the assignment, we added a simple task that served as an atten-
tion check (only one attempt to answer) based on which 18 participants were excluded
from the analysis. We measured users’ time and error of the first response, number of
attempts, and total task time. For each user and each metric, we calculated the average
of all trials within the same task type (hierarchy, change, value).
In our quantitative analysis, we used a Kruskal-Wallis non-parametric test for the
main effect and a Wilcoxon post-hoc test for pairwise comparison. Regarding under-
standing hierarchies at a given point in time, our results show that using the same
shape-based node containment as one-dimensional treemaps, users made less error in
their first attempt, required less attempts, and performed such tasks faster with Split-
Streams than with nested streamgraphs. For understanding hierarchical changes, users
of SplitStreams and treemaps made less error in their first attempt and required less at-
tempts than users of nested streamgraphs. Although we expected nested streamgraphs
to perform better than treemaps in this task, the result could indicate that a better un-
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derstanding of hierarchies also leads to a better understanding of their changes. On
the other hand, both stream-based approaches showed users spending less time on the
first attempt and on completing the task than users in the treemaps condition. This
might indicate that stream-based approaches put less cognitive load on the user than
one-dimensional treemaps.
In conclusion, we provide evidence that SplitStreams combine the advantages of
one-dimensional treemaps and nested streamgraphs and make a good general-purpose
technique for the visualization of dynamic hierarchies. For a more detailed summary
of our evaluation results, please refer to Paper C.
4.3 Aesthetics in Storyline Visualization
When analyzing Ward Shelley’s work, we identified and classified elements of his di-
agrammatic paintings and analyzed his application of shape, color, and shade. By
multiplying stream colors with grey scale fractal noise, we imitate the color irregular-
ities of water color paintings. Additionally, we apply a strong black stroke to stream
outlines, as well as inner and outer shadows that are directed to the bottom left. The
shape of streams is, as previously discussed, determined by the underlying force layout,
whereas individual graph nodes of the streams are, identical to SplitStreams, connected
with Bézier curves.
As a preliminary evaluation of the acquired results, we visually compare our auto-
matically created visualization with the original diagrammatic painting. For this pur-
pose, we manually extract the data elements from Ward Shelley’s work by utilizing the
interaction techniques integrated into our software implementation. By clicking and
dragging along the timeline we create a new stream. When hovering over a stream, we
can adjust its height at that point in time, whereas intermediate heights are calculated
by interpolating between defined height values. By clicking on an existing stream, we
can create labels inside, outside, and on top of streams. Finally, by dragging from one
stream to another, we can create a link between both streams. While a fully-fledged
software suite would provide a good layout out of the box, we need to adjust the pro-
vided parameter sliders until the layout fits our needs. We display the original work
and our digital recreation of Downtown Body in Figure 4.6.
At a first glance, both representations appear rather similar given their choice of
color, style of the timeline, overall shape, and complexity. But it also becomes clear
that more work is required to create a more similar result in terms of overall clarity
of the representation. Although the data is very complex with many links between
streams, Ward Shelley’s work clearly separates individual streams and shows connec-
tion clusters, whereas our force layout tends to create overlaps and more of a "hairball"
of indistinguishable streams in dense areas. This part can most likely be solved by a
better choice of parameter settings for the graph layout. Another point is the position-
ing of labels which are at times far from their connected streams and overlap each other.
Particularly labels inside and on top of streams tend to be stuck to the top or bottom
of the stream instead of filling the available space. Furthermore, some labels turn too
sharply when following the streams curvature, making the text hard to read.
Given that most of our concerns regard the force graph layout and parameter set-
tings, we consider this work a success in the application of an appealing visual style to
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Figure 4.6: Top: Ward Shelley’s [16] Downtown Body represents the evolution of art-related
topics, movements, major events, contributions, and representatives of individual times. Bot-
tom: Our attempt to digitally recreate the artistic appeal in Shelley’s work and to apply it to
storyline visualizations in general.
storyline visualizations. We built a foundation to study the effects of aesthetics on user
interaction and perception specific to storyline visualizations and possibly inspire other
researchers to consider similar aesthetic styles for broader visualization design. Our
open-source implementation is available under https://github.com/cadanox/OrCha.
4




Conclusion and Future Work
We have contributed to visualization research through a theoretical analysis of mea-
sures and approaches for visualization assessment. The lack of practical approaches
for visualization space exploration during the development of visualization algorithms
led us to build our own development environment. Our tool is one of the first visu-
alization applications that specifically targets visualization experts as intended users.
We support them during the development process with simple interaction techniques
for the comparison of visual results, source code changes, and parameter settings. Our
meta visualization serves as a novel concept to provide practical means for general vi-
sualization comparison and to investigate correlations between source code and visual
features. The display of a visual history of visualization algorithms follows previous
research on provenance visualization and allows for the analysis of expert user behav-
ior and the inspection of the complete algorithm life cycle. Its representation yields
further benefits for teaching students common mistakes in visualization development
and complex relations between mathematical concepts and visual features.
We developed a new method for the visualization of dynamic hierarchies that com-
bines two existing visualization techniques and thereby presents a time-dependent ex-
ample for parameter-based visualization interpolation. Our technique improves user
perception of hierarchies in a stream-based visualization and contributes to the uncov-
ering of the visualization space by proposing new interpolated visualization designs.
Our quantitative user study evaluates low-level perceptual properties in multiple visu-
alization techniques and adds to the existing understanding of perception knowledge
in the community. By providing an open-source JavaScript library of our visualization
technique, we join the community efforts to improve reproducibility and ease method
integration and comparison for other researchers.
The consideration of parameter explorations and quality metrics is visible through-
out all our work. Our integrated development environment supports the exploration
of parameter changes across visualization algorithms. Assessments of quality can be
made by investigating the high-level source code representation and the visualization
of variance in result images. SplitStreams define parameters for visualization inter-
polation, semantic zoom, and general improvement of visual quality. Finally, organic
narrative charts aim to mimic diagrammatic paintings through storyline visualization
and require the exploration of parameter settings in the force-based layout. Quality
metrics for the assessment of white space and edge crossings can steer the automatic
layout process and yield results of higher visual appeal. The integration of aesthet-
ics into our visualization is in line with previous research efforts on meta-perceptual
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properties. By mimicking artistic appeal and providing an interactive visualization for
artists, we bridge the gap between research fields and contribute to both.
In conclusion, we explored the visualization space from theoretical and practical
viewpoints and integrated quality metrics, parameter space exploration, perceptual,
and meta-perceptual properties into our assessment. We see many possibilities to fur-
ther improve the comparability of visualizations and to uncover the visualization space.
When thinking of our visual support system for visualization development as a basis,
additional features could strengthen the understanding of correlations between source
code and visual outcome. Individual lines of code could be identified and highlighted
to display their impact on the visual result. By analyzing the performance of individual
code revisions, performance might be employed as a quality metric to favor one visu-
alization algorithm over the other. When a large number of algorithm histories would
be stored and analyzed, algorithms or code snippets that produce the same or similar
visual features could be recommended as replacements to currently used code bases.
We could build towards a recommender system for visualization experts similar to how
recommendations for visualization pipeline constructions were previously proposed.
The analysis of these histories could further reveal common patterns in visualization
algorithm development and lead to better support tools for experts. By analyzing pa-
rameter impacts across visualizations, the algorithms’ sensitivity towards parameter
changes might lead experts to prefer one technique over the other in particular for in-
teractive systems. By automatically running tests for different parameter values on the
server, users would be released from common trial-and-error routines during develop-
ment and instead be presented with good default values out of the box. Finally, we
can imagine further advances in the investigation of parameter-based interpolations for
example-based sampling of the visualization space, as well as integrations of aesthet-
ics with common visualization techniques to make them more approachable for public
audiences.
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Abstract
Developing an algorithm for a visualization prototype often involves the direct com-
parison of different development stages and design decisions, and even minor modifi-
cations may dramatically affect the results. While existing development tools provide
visualizations for gaining general insight into performance and structural aspects of
the source code, they neglect the central importance of result images unique to graph-
ical algorithms. In this paper, we present a novel approach that enables visualization
programmers to simultaneously explore the evolution of their algorithm during the de-
velopment phase together with its corresponding visual outcomes by providing an au-
tomatically updating meta visualization. Our interactive system allows for the direct
comparison of all development states on both the visual and the source code level, by
providing easy to use navigation and comparison tools. The on-the-fly construction of
difference images, source code differences, and a visual representation of the source
code structure further enhance the user’s insight into the states’ interconnected changes
over time. Our solution is accessible via a web-based interface that provides GPU-
accelerated live execution of C++ and GLSL code, as well as supporting a domain-
specific programming language for scientific visualization.
B.1 Introduction
The process of developing a visualization algorithm typically involves a trial-and-error
approach consisting of the repetitive task sequence of writing code, compiling the pro-
gram, and comparing the visual result to previous outputs. This is common practice
in research and industry for fixing bugs or developing new features. Existing develop-
ment tools ease the software development on a general level by providing visual insight
This article was published in IEEE Transactions on Visualization and Computer Graphics (2020).
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into the source code structure and the application’s performance. Development tools
specifically designed for visualization algorithms could further improve the user’s ex-
perience by providing insight into the visual changes created by the source code [128].
An overview of the visual results created at different points in time can ease the compar-
ison of features in the algorithm. Source code changes and changes in the visual result
can be investigated as a unit, instead of being considered individually. When teaching
visualization algorithms to students, free exploration of the source code’s evolution and
its resulting visual outcome can build a deeper understanding of the underlying techni-
cal details and problems that occur during the development of such algorithms. Some
recent tools [13, 170] provide a live view of the application’s result and thereby relieve
the user from the common compile-and-run cycle. While several approaches present
a visual history of the source code evolution [197, 215, 223], none of them connect
the source code to its graphical output. The development of visualization techniques,
in particular for prototyping and education purposes, could greatly benefit from a cou-
pling of the source code to its visual result, making it easier to pinpoint when artifacts
are introduced or whether a specific method is sensitive to noise in the data.
In this paper, we present a novel approach for visualizing an algorithm’s evolu-
tion for a general purpose (C++, GLSL) and a domain-specific programming language
targeted at scientific visualization algorithms. We provide tools for investigating all re-
visions at different levels of detail with side-by-side comparisons for visual results, a
visual representation of the source code’s structure, difference images, and source code
differences. We further apply user-defined algorithmic parameters to all states of the
evolution to ease the comparison task with respect to parameter changes. We present
results in an automatically updating and interactive environment, that enables direct
state comparison and navigation throughout the whole development process with in-
stant state switching for free investigation. Our system provides visual support of the
development process in an interactive visual analysis tool for visualization researchers
and practitioners. The tool can further be utilized in the education domain to teach vi-
sualization algorithms and their detailed differences to students, building a fundamental
understanding of the correlations between algorithmic and visual changes, and a strong
basis for future visualization research.
Our main contributions can be summarized as follows:
• We introduce a novel approach for the concurrent live visualization of the evolu-
tion of scientific visualization source code and its visual output.
• We provide automatic revision management with interactive state switching and
visual guidance.
• Algorithm parameters can be automatically mapped to user interface elements
and their effects can be explored interactively on the entire revision history.
• The system is implemented as a web-based client-server environment enabling
the development of GPU-based visualization algorithms on any client.
B
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B.2 Related Work
Our system provides support for the development of scientific visualization prototypes
and benefits from on-the-fly compilation, live previews, automatic revision manage-
ment, and parameter management. While our general approach of combining these
features into a single development environment is novel, many visualization techniques
exist for individual features.
Terminology
A visualization developer (user) writes visualization source code to describe an algo-
rithm. Instead of considering full-fledged visualization solutions, which integrate the
whole visualization pipeline (reading and processing data, creating a render window,
etc.) we mainly focus on the visual mapping and rendering part. We use the term state
to refer to a revision of the source code in a version control system. Every state creates
a visual result (output) based on a given parameter set. We create a meta visualization,
used in the same sense as Bertini et al.[31] – a visualization of visualizations, to show-
case the evolution of an algorithm.
Software Visualization
Software visualization has been a prominent topic over many years and many powerful
methods have been developed. They visualize software projects at different granular-
ities, such as the source code level, the software structure, or the runtime behavior of
the program [20].
SeeSoft [65] represents a file as a column and each line of code (LOC) as a fixed
size row. Marcus et al. [142] reduce the required space of this visualization by repre-
senting each LOC as a square and appending them to fixed length rows. They further
highlight the syntactical structure of the source code by coloring each square depending
on its nesting level or keywords of the language. The visualization of source code his-
tory is likewise a prominent research field in software visualization [145]. DeVis [232]
summarizes the number of LOCs that have been added, deleted, or modified in a pie
chart and provides this information over time in a spiral layout. CVSscan [215] high-
lights structures in source files and aligns the LOCs across time to create a history
view. Telea and Auber [197] take this approach further by directly visualizing the
evolution via a flow graph. Holten and van Wijk[92] show how this approach can be
enhanced by edge bundling. Chronicler [223] builds a node-link diagram from the
source code structure and connects correlating nodes in a flow graph to display the
evolution of hierarchical structures. The entire structure of a software project can be
visualized to gain an overview of all existing classes, their relationships [59] and their
evolution [54, 111, 127, 219]. Additionally, the authors of developed classes and their
collaborations can be displayed [70, 150]. The runtime behavior and performance of
an application can be visualized to detect issues or bottlenecks within the code [95].
This kind of visual analysis can be generally applied to, but is not specifically de-
signed for, source code of visualization algorithms. In our approach, we take advantage
of the visual output that is specific to visualization algorithms and provide tools to sup-
port the intrinsic needs of visualization developers.
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Visualization Pipeline
Existing frameworks like VTK [174], ParaView [17] and MeVisLab [118] enable the
construction of and insight into the pipeline of a scientific visualization process. Each
pipeline consists of several modules featuring algorithms with their respective inputs
and outputs, including operations from data space, through visualization space, into im-
age space. These kinds of frameworks provide visual support for the rapid prototyping
and analysis of visualization pipelines. They simplify the task of comparing individual
pipelines against each other and finding proper parameter sets to run them with. In con-
trast, our system provides visual support for the process of prototyping a visualization
algorithm, which could then be utilized as a module within one of these frameworks.
Parameter Management
Many systems provide support for finding a suitable parameter set for a given visualiza-
tion. Design Galleries [143] generate multiple output images from dispersed parameter
sets to provide an overview of the parameter space and enable the easy identification
of desirable results. Image graphs [138] display the parameter changes between dif-
ferent output images and spreadsheet-like interfaces [101] allow for the investigation
of parameter effects and their interplay. Sedlmair et al. [177] evaluate existing work
on visual parameter space analysis and divide problems, strategies, and tasks into a
conceptual framework.
All these approaches analyze and compare the effect of different parameter sets for
a given visualization with the goal of finding one suitable set. In contrast, we utilize
one parameter set at a time to analyze its effect on different visualizations in order to
inform the user about aspects such as sensitivity to parameter changes during different
phases of development.
Visual Provenance
Visualizing the evolution of a workflow is closely related to the notions of prove-
nance [89] and graphical histories [85]. They provide important information for im-
proving the user’s understanding, the product’s quality, and ensuring reproducibility.
Several tools, including Kepler [19], Triana [195], and work by Pimentel et al. [153], fo-
cus on the history of user interactions and modifications in data, meta data, information
systems, and workflow. Such systems have shown that a version tree and thumbnails
can be utilized to improve a user’s exploration capabilities [45, 186]. VisTrails [26] is
a system specifically designed for visualizing provenance in the visualization pipeline,
allowing for the comparison of several visualizations for different data and parameter
sets. It therefore addresses many of the issues found in the process of constructing a
visualization pipeline for a given task and data set, that we face in the context of devel-
oping a visualization algorithm. However, our approach starts at an earlier level, even
before the visualization methods are known, and visualizes the provenance of the al-
gorithms themselves by allowing for the investigation of the development process. We
thereby provide a support system for visualization developers instead of users of exist-
ing techniques.
Live Execution & Notebooks
An increasing number of powerful online tools provide live previews for the output
of code in different languages. Notebooks like Jupyter [117] and Observable [11] al-
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low for the definition and individual execution of code snippets, interlaced with text to
provide explanations of the code. This leads to a tighter coupling of source code and
its output for interpreted languages. For compiled languages, on-the-fly previews, as
seen in Overleaf [12] for LATEX, are often only provided for the output of the complete
source code. ShaderToy [13] allows for the editing of GLSL code and combines a live
view of the result and predefined inputs to create a powerful environment for prototyp-
ing shader effects. Vega-Lite [170] is a high-level grammar for interactive information
visualization that provides an online editor with instant visual feedback and extensions
for visual debugging techniques [90]. Literate visualization [226] builds an evolution
of visualizations and explanations for their design choices on top of that. None of these
solutions, however, provide means for exploring the evolution of the code and its re-
sults over time.
B.3 Overview
Visualization has been proven to be invaluable for many applications in vastly vary-
ing fields, by improving the user’s insight into complex data [79]. It is therefore re-
markable that we, as visualization researchers and practitioners, make limited use of
advanced visualization tools in what is often a considerable part of our daily work – the
development of visualization algorithms. We want to improve the current situation by
providing an interactive tool for visualization developers to support the investigation of
their work. Our first approach in this direction is aimed at the prototyping of such al-
gorithms and we see great potential for our application being utilized in the education
domain for teaching visualization algorithms to students.
B.3.1 User and Task Requirements
In order to improve the visualization researcher’s development process, it is important
to first understand their problems and needs. We therefore take a look at a programmer’s
standard workflow, visualized in Figure B.1. During the development process a user
typically (partially) implements a visualization algorithm, compiles the source code,
and tests if the developed program generates the expected visual result. If it does,
the current state can be manually stored as a backup and extended until it supports all
required features. If an intermediate result is incorrect or undesired in any way, the
source code must be inspected to locate and fix the issue (debug), recompiled, and
tested again. This time-consuming process must be repeated until the result appears
free of issues. If the identified issue cannot be located or cannot be fixed, a previously
stored state must be restored. Even if the source code is free of issues, the implemented
feature might turn out to be unsuitable for the given task and should be replaced by
another feature. This again requires the user to continue from a previous state.
Many visualization algorithms define several parameters which significantly influ-
ence the visual result [100]. Aspects such as the robustness against small perturbations
of these parameters typically need to be continuously verified. While unit tests and
other forms of testing are meant to fulfill a similar purpose, they are often only em-
ployed once a set of required features is clearly defined and already implemented in
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Figure B.1: Development workflow. During the development process, a user programs a visu-
alization algorithm, compiles the source code, and tests the outcome. Bugs are typically fixed
in an iterative manner. The whole process is normally performed separately for each feature
of the implementation. Functioning features can be manually stored, and restored when the
current state is not satisfactory.
form of a prototype. In research, in particular, we often lack the detailed specification
needed to clearly specify such tests from the very beginning. Based on previous ob-
servations [128] and our own analysis of a typical visualization developer’s workflow,
we can identify a set of tasks that are regularly performed by the user and could benefit
from additional support:
T1. Compiling the visualization source code to investigate the visual result regarding
functionality
T2. Comparing visual results from different revisions
T3. Understanding the impact of several implemented features on the visual outcome
T4. Locating the parts of source code that are responsible for a visual feature or bug
T5. Switching between source code states
T6. Finding suitable input parameter values
These tasks are partially supported by common programming environments, but
could in many cases be performed in a more efficient manner. Compilation of the source
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code typically needs to be manually initiated, thus breaking the developer’s focus on
the implementation of the algorithm. Several visual results can only be compared by
individually compiling and investigating the corresponding states, which have to be
manually stored and restored.
Although the source code creates the visual features in the algorithm’s result, these
two aspects are never directly shown in relation to each other. The source code that is
responsible for a given feature can thus only be located by reading and understanding
the source code. This task is only accelerated if the user knows in which order the
features were coded. The same issue occurs when trying to find a bug in the source
code. By the time the user manually initiates the compilation process, a lot of code
might have been written and is suspect to having introduced the problem.
In order to compare features and source code, the user must be able to switch be-
tween different states. This task is frequently performed to compare functioning to
malfunctioning code, but not sufficiently supported by commonly used development
tools. As bugs or other issues are often only discovered when inspecting the visual
results, current revision management tools, which provide guidance by highlighting
source code differences and listing manually-entered commit messages, are a subopti-
mal solution.
Finally, the analysis of input parameters and their effects on different stages of the
development process is only poorly supported by current tools and typically requires a
cumbersome trial-and-error process.
B.3.2 System Design
Looking at the outlined shortcomings of commonly used systems with respect to the
discussed user tasks, we are able to identify several key aspects that would greatly assist
visualization developers:
• Visualization for investigating the visual results of several different states at the
same time (T2, T3)
• Visualization of the states’ source codes in relation to their visual features (T3,
T4)
• On-the-spot switching between several states, visually guided by the states’ visual
results (T5)
• Automatic compilation of source code in the background (T1)
• Automatic and transparent storage of source code states (T2, T5)
• Interactive elements for on-the-fly value definition of input parameters (T6)
The desire to provide an integrated solution that addresses these points lies at the
heart of our system’s design, which is illustrated in Figure B.2. We aim to assist the
programmer in focusing on the implementation of the algorithm’s features, understand-
ing and comparing the impact of different choices on the visual result, and allowing for
their comparison. We provide further support for the localization of issues and the
automation of tedious tasks.
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Figure B.2: System overview. When a user writes visualization source code, its structure can
be extracted and its execution provides a visual result. Following this procedure over time and
combining both components into an interactive meta visualization, provides insight into the
evolution of the developed algorithm.
Our system was designed to flexibly support multiple back ends. It supports C++
and GLSL code as general-purpose programming languages, as well as Diderot [113], a
domain-specific language (DSL) specifically designed for the development of scientific
visualization algorithms. While C++ and GLSL have been utilized in many visualiza-
tion applications for possible performance gains, DSLs provide benefits in usability
and expressiveness, while reducing the complexity of the algorithm’s source code with
efficient syntax. Diderot specifically provides support for visualization-specific data
and features, leading to compact and readable code. It further allows for parallel ex-
ecution of the developed algorithm and thereby provides faster visual feedback. All
examples and results in the remainder of this paper are either generated using Diderot,
or a combination of C++ and GLSL code.
When analyzing the planned support functionalities to build a meta visualization
which enables the exploration of a visualization’s evolution, it becomes clear that our
system requires access to the algorithm’s source code and its visual result. Many vi-
sualization algorithms further depend on the definition of a proper parameter set to
produce a meaningful output. We want to apply the same parameter changes to sev-
eral different states of the source code evolution to compare their impact on the visual
result. Therefore, input parameters need to be extracted from each algorithm to check
which parameters can be applied. The toolchain of a programming language needs to
meet two requirements to be supported by our visual analysis system:
• Facilities for extracting the visual outcome from the algorithm’s execution
• Definition of input parameters to steer the execution and influence the runtime
environment of the algorithm via external tools
When these conditions are fulfilled, the programming language can be integrated
into our system and benefit from all the additional functionality.
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Figure B.3: Meta visualization. (A) The revision tree of all stored states is shown as a node-
link diagram, where every revision is represented as a node and a link between two nodes
illustrates the evolution from the upper to the lower node. The number of links at the bottom
of each node represent the number of branches evolved from this state. States and their links
are colored in blue for the current branch and grey for other branches. The current state is
highlighted in orange and collapsed nodes are highlighted in green. (B) The static scope tree
outlines the source code’s structure and is shown for each state of the current branch. Each
node represents one structural block of the source code. A link between two nodes represents
that the scope to the right is nested inside the scope to the left. (C) The comparison of visual
changes is presented in a juxtapositional view. For each state of the current branch, the visual
result created by the source code is displayed as an image from a user-defined viewpoint. For
states which are collapsed in the revision tree representation, result images are positioned next
to each other. (D) A comparison image shows the visual variance between all result images
inside such a collapsed node.
B.4 Exploring Visualization Source Code
In order to transcribe our main concept into a usable interface, we provide a meta vi-
sualization displaying the information of all visualizations created during the develop-
ment process. All methods, their main ideas and comparison to alternative approaches,
will be covered in the following. The resulting meta visualization, produced from an
exemplary development process, is depicted in Figure B.3.
B.4.1 Automatic Revision Management
A central goal of our approach is to enable and support the comparison of several states
during the development of a visualization algorithm. Many of our design choices draw
inspiration from the VisTrails [26] approach for visualization pipelines. In order to
access a given revision and all its information at a later point in time, it needs to be
stored. Many applications make the user responsible for storing their progress by en-
abling them to manually save the current state. This approach only provides access
to the last development state and is prone to system failure, whereas smarter systems
create automatic backups. In practical software development, version control systems
like Git [6] or SVN [3] are typically employed as they store the entire revision his-
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tory. However, the process of storing an individual revision still needs to be triggered
manually.
We internally utilize a version control system (Git) and draw inspiration from mod-
ern tools such as Google Docs that automatically track the version history of a docu-
ment without user intervention. Instead of constantly interrupting their workflow, users
can simply focus on the development process. We automatically track and store every
code edit and create a new revision whenever the corresponding source code compiles
successfully. All automatically stored states are displayed to the user in a node-link di-
agram to keep transparency over the process and visualize the development progress
(Figure B.3A). Each node represents a development state and a link between two nodes
describes the evolution from one state to the other, or, in other words, that the successor
node (child) was created by modifying the preceding node (parent). Interacting with
the visualization allows for intuitive switching between development states and further
eases the comparison task. If the user switches to a previous state, which by definition
already has a child, and continues coding, a new branch is created and the compiled
state is represented by a new node.
B.4.2 Visualization of Algorithm Evolution
After having described our visualization of the revision tree, we will in the following
describe the other visual components which compound our meta visualization: the vi-
sualization of source code structure, the visual result, and the difference image.
Result Image
Writing source code is an error-prone task and mistakes in the program can result in
failure or incorrect visual results. The visual output can serve as a compact descriptor
of the functionality and features integrated into the given source code state. It can be
utilized to easily identify different feature sets and to add, remove and exchange them.
Furthermore, having an overview over existing features can reduce redundant code and
effort in reimplementing features. For each compilable revision, we execute the pro-
gram and display the result image (Figure B.3C) aligned with the corresponding node
of the revision tree and a representation of the generating source code (Figure B.3B).
Source Code Structure
While there are many different techniques for visualizing source code structures, as dis-
cussed in section B.2, we focus on its outline in the form of a static scope tree (SST).
This representation highlights the nesting scopes (block structures) of the source code
and is sufficiently compact while still conveying the main structural aspects of the code.
In both programming languages featured in this paper, nesting scopes are defined by
opening and closing curly brackets. The SST is visualized by a node-link diagram
(Figure B.4B), where every node represents a code block and a link exists between two
nodes, if one block is nested within the other. The tree depth represents the nesting
level. If several source code files exist, the SST is computed for each of them, and
their root nodes are linked as children to a new root node which represents the files’ di-
rectory (Figure B.4C). While the SST provides a high-level overview for source code
comparison, the actual differences between two given revisions are computed and vi-
sualized in a tooltip to highlight their code changes in detail.
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A B C
Figure B.4: Static scope tree. (A) Pseudocode. (B) SST extracted from A. (C) SSTs extracted
from three source code files (from top to bottom: C++ source, GLSL, C++ header) and com-
bined under a mutual root node.
Compression
Since every compilable development state is taken into account, the meta visualization
can become very large. We therefore compact the revision tree based on a predefined
comparison measure to enable the representation of several successive states within a
single collapsed node. A node and its parent are represented by a single node, if both
states are equal with respect to the chosen comparison method. The representing node
inherits the children of all collapsed nodes and the visual results of all states being com-
bined in such a node are displayed next to each other. If desired, the user can manually
expand and collapse the node for detailed investigation. In a first iteration, we define
the comparison measure as the similarity in source code structure. We assume that a
structural change describes a major change in the source code. All successive nodes
that represent states with the same source code structure are bundled in our default ab-
straction. The corresponding SST is only displayed once per bundle. One can easily
think of other possible comparison measures, like defining thresholds for visual differ-
ences in the result image, number of code changes or performance differences. The
question of which compression method is best suited for the exploration of visualiza-
tion source code evolution is left open for future research. Alternatively, letting the user
tag states of interest for comparison could be a good alternative to automatic compres-
sion approaches.
Result Comparison
The identification of subtle visual differences between the results of multiple develop-
ment states can be challenging. For this reason, we provide an additional comparison
view (Figure B.3D) that shows the per-pixel variance of the individual results for states
collapsed within a single node. The resulting image is black if all compared images
are exactly equal. The higher the color difference between the images in a certain lo-
cation is, the brighter is this part of the computed image. Our approach of showing
visual results next to each other and visualizing the small differences in an additional
view benefits from the advantages of both a juxtaposition and explicit encoding [73]. It
enables the user to identify visual differences on both the large and small scale. Com-
bining the visual differences with the changes in source code and aligning them along
the algorithm’s evolution, provides the visualization developer with an enriched insight
into the process that would require significant effort to be achieved with common de-
velopment tools.
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B.4.3 Parameter Management
Many visualization algorithms define several input parameters, which can significantly
alter the visual result. Investigating the impact and interplay of individual parameters
on different stages of an algorithm is a non-trivial task. Simple systems supporting
this task can modify certain parameters on the application level and visualize the result
directly. Some of them store the visual result of several parameter settings to ease the
task of comparing different parameter sets. When the user wants to test if the change of
a parameter has different impact on individual features of their implementation, these
systems provide little support. The user would need to run the available tool for each
state of interest, change the parameter settings in every instance, and compare across
these instances.
Our system provides the possibility of freely exposing all input parameters of a
state and mapping them to individual type-specific elements of the interface which pro-
vide convenient interaction facilities for parameter changes similar to common property
sheets, using simple syntactic constructs specific to the host language. Based on this
mechanism, we are further able to provide more intuitive, specifically tailored interac-
tion elements for common parameters in the visualization domain. The virtual camera
is one of the most common parameter sets in three-dimensional visualization, typically
specified using an interaction technique such as the Arcball [180]. It controls the rota-
tion of the camera around an object and can be easily expanded to support translation
and scaling. We integrate this well-known technique via a plugin mechanism into our
system. The plugin defines three keywords for the camera’s position, look-at point and
orientation. When the user utilizes these keywords as names for the corresponding pa-
rameters in the algorithm’s source code, they are automatically coupled. We display
an enlarged version of the current state’s visual result for detailed exploration, that can
be seen in Figure B.5. Interacting with the view automatically runs the algorithm with
the new parameter set and updates the result view on-the-fly. This approach expands
the visualization algorithm by a direct, interactive component without any extra effort.
Our system provides the ability to automatically and transparently make other such
interaction facilities available for developers to directly integrate into their algorithm.
To support the task of comparing the visual outcome of different parameter settings
on several states, we perform the parameter change on all visual representations of
states within the current development branch. This means that, for instance, moving the
camera of the current state will automatically update all other states to the same camera
position. The user can then explore whether states with different feature sets undergo
different degrees of visual change. If a parameter is not present in a certain state, it
is simply ignored. This semi-automatic approach enables the user to investigate the
impact of a parameter change across all implemented feature sets. It further provides
insight into the sensitivity of different features to certain parameter changes and into
the robustness of investigated parameters in terms of their compatibility with multiple
features.
B.4.4 System Interactions
Although all described methods can be utilized by themselves, they further benefit from
being visualized next to each other and interconnected by user interactions. To provide
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Figure B.5: The Live View enables direct user interaction including rotation, transformation,
and scaling to investigate the visual result of a given state in detail. These interaction function-
alities are automatically integrated, as soon as the developer utilizes the predefined keywords.
The newly chosen viewpoint is automatically applied to all other visual results to enable con-
sistent comparison between states.
a better picture of the possible interactions, we present an overview of our graphical
user interface in Figure B.6.
The visualization of our revision management system, the evolution of source code
structure, and the evolution of visual results all communicate progress over time. Their
respective components are each related to certain states of the development process.
For every compiling state of source code, a node in the revision graph is displayed,
the source code’s structure is visualized, and a view of the visual result is shown in an
image. All three visual representations are aligned along a common time axis. This
approach further emphasizes the evolution from one revision to the other in a clearer
manner by following the time axis from top to bottom, as shown in Figure B.3.
We display additional overlays for a more convenient comparison of several states.
When hovering over a result image, the system displays a tooltip which includes all
source code differences between the hovered and the current state. To easily find these
differences in the code editor, all lines of code that need to be removed and added to get
from one state to the other are highlighted and their line numbers are displayed. This
interaction mechanism allows for an in-depth inspection of the source code changes.
The current state can be easily switched by clicking either on the result image of a
state, or its node representation in the revision tree. Both elements, as well as the
corresponding static scope tree, are highlighted, so that the user always knows which
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Figure B.6: Graphical User Interface. The interface of our application is inspired by common
Integrated Development Environments. Every view can be individually positioned and resized
based on the user’s preferences by easy drag&drop interactions. The code editor is shown
to the left and includes the source code of the current state’s visualization algorithm. The
whole evolution of the algorithm, up to the current state (highlighted in orange), is presented
in our meta visualization. The top right view would normally display the visual result of the
current state, but since the user hovers over one of the states in the meta visualization, its result
is shown instead, enabling easy comparison between the two. Additionally, the source code
differences between the hovered and the current state are directly visible in the overlaying
tooltip. The bottom right view displays the compilers output after each compilation attempt.
state they are currently working with.
Since the revision tree collapses nodes if their source code has the same SST, it is
necessary to provide the user with tools to investigate all available states. A right click
on one of the collapsed nodes will expand all hidden nodes and branches. In order to
keep the visual components in alignment, the SSTs and result images of the currently
shown branch will be repositioned. Since such a displacement might confuse the user’s
mental map, hovering over a SST highlights all result images that share the respective
SST. Following the same principle, hovering over a comparison image highlights all
result images that were taken into account to compute it. The expanded nodes in the
revision tree can be manually collapsed again by performing a right click on any of
the nodes which share the same SST. Clicking on a node in the revision tree which is
not within the current branch will switch branches and update all views to visualize the
meta information of the selected branch. All nodes of the currently visualized branch
are marked in blue in the revision tree, while all other nodes are colored in grey. It is
important to keep these non-active branches within the visualization, because otherwise
there would be no interaction available to activate them again.
When hovering over a result image, it is enlarged for easier inspection. It provides
the user with a preview of what is to be expected, when switching to that state. Contin-
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uous alternation of hovering over two images allows for easy comparison and detection
of visual differences. To detect even the smallest differences, the comparison image is
also enlarged when being hovered.
B.5 Implementation
Our application is divided into a server and a client component, each benefiting from
different programming languages and execution environments, whose technical details
will be briefly outlined in this section. We provide a short description of the compo-
nents’ functionality, communication, and the events being triggered by user interaction.
When setting up a machine for software development, many tools, like compilers,
libraries, or an IDE, need to be installed. The chosen tools and developed source code
often vary based on the underlying operating system or hardware used. Finding the
right tools for a given task can be very time-consuming, especially for beginners in
software development. We therefore chose a client-server architecture to relieve the
user from setting up the environment needed for compiling and executing the source
code on the client side. It enables us to run a large amount of compilations in the
background without affecting the user’s workflow. Our solution can therefore even be
used on low-end clients.
In order to make our application widely available, we implemented the client side
as a web application. In addition to standard web technologies (HTML5, CSS3, and
JavaScript), we utilize the Ace Web Editor [1] as environment for writing visualization
source code, and D3 [34] to create node-link diagrams within the meta visualization.
The window layout is based on Golden Layout [7] and is inspired by common In-
tegrated Development Environments enabling the developer to add, delete and move
modules based on their personal preferences. The visual presentation of source code
differences is handled by the diff2html library [5]. Our server is written in C++ and
handles the compilation of source code, storage of states, visualization of results, and
the communication with web clients. The communication channel between client and
server is based on the JSON-RPC protocol. Data is requested via AJAX calls and ex-
changed in the JSON format. We further use Git [6] as the version control system by
utilizing the functionality provided by the libgit2 library [9]. The current version of our
application supports Diderot [113] as a programming language specifically designed
for the visualization domain, as well as C++ and GLSL. While Diderot code is com-
monly manageable within a single source file, C++ and GLSL code can become quite
large. We provide multi-file support to split up source code into several files. In order to
support additional programming languages, the system requires access to a correspond-
ing toolchain, the definition of commands to build both a library and an executable from
the source code, and access to the result images. Everything else is handled automat-
ically, e.g., error messages from the toolchain are forwarded to the client and source
code is stored in Git.
In the beginning of the development session, the user chooses a programming lan-
guage. Based on this choice, the server prepares the appropriate compiler and runtime
environment to compile and execute all incoming source code. When the user writes
code in the editor, our system waits until the user stops typing for a certain amount of
time (default 1.5 seconds), before sending the code to the server and compiling it to an
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application. The static scope tree is automatically extracted during the build process.
If the compilation was successful, the source code is stored in the Git repository and
the compiled executable is cached for future execution. The visual result is sent to the
client along with the current state of the revision graph and the SST of the source code.
If the compilation fails, an error message is sent to the client. When the user interacts
with the live view, the visualized state is rerun with the new parameters on the server
side and the results are sent to the client. The same parameter set is used to run ev-
ery stored revision of the current branch and thereby updates all visual results, which
are then sent to the client in an asynchronous manner. In order not to introduce any
decrease in performance compared to common development environments, where the
user would manually start the compilation process, we prioritize the compilation and
update of new source code over older revisions. We realize this by utilizing a prior-
ity queue, where compilations are assigned the highest and updates the lowest priority.
When two operations in the queue have the same priority, we perform the latest request
first. For further performance improvements, older compilation requests in the queue
can be dropped when a newer revision was successfully compiled. Parameter updates
across the revision tree are only performed when the hardware resources are available.
If the user wants to switch to another state in the revision graph, the server finds the
given state by its unique ID in the Git repository and sends the source code to the client.
In the same way, source code differences are computed between two revisions on the
server side and sent to the client for display. When managing several source files, the
user can switch between these files by clicking the corresponding tab in the code edi-
tor. We check if the file contains the content of the currently selected state and perform
an update if necessary.
B.6 Usage Examples
Having described the individual components of our system and how their capabilities
and interconnections employ our conceptual methods, we now want to illustrate the
system’s advantages over commonly used systems in real-world scenarios. As interac-
tive processes are inherently difficult to capture in still images, we encourage the reader
to also refer to our supplementary demonstration video. We present the implementation
of two usage scenarios of our approach: a three-dimensional flow visualization and a
visualization with stylized line primitives. We highlight the specific integrated features
and discuss how they enhance the user’s experience during the development process.
B.6.1 Flow Visualization
The user’s task is to visualize specific properties of a vector field, starting from flow
magnitude, over extremum lines, to normalized helicity. Since the given vector field
has three spatial dimensions, the visual result shall be three-dimensional as well, so a
ray casting algorithm will be used. In order to easily follow the development process
and to get a better impression of how our system’s support functionality looks like, we
display all intermediate results of the now following description in Figure B.7.
The process starts with an initial state which only consists of Diderot’s boilerplate
code and a black image as its output (Figure B.7A). With the three-dimensional result
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Figure B.7: Visualization of a visualization source code evolution. (A) Initial state. (B) Im-
plement ray tracing and find volume. (C) Implement flow visualization based on flow magni-
tude. (D) Test trilinear interpolation instead of B-spline interpolation. The comparison image
highlights minor differences. (E) Implement shading. (F) Change the flow feature from flow
magnitude to extremum lines. (G) Test trilinear interpolation instead of B-spline interpolation.
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in mind, we add camera parameters to the algorithm, cast a ray at every pixel of our
camera’s resolution and display data in white, when it is hit by a ray (Figure B.7B).
At this point already, by utilizing the predefined parameter names for the camera’s po-
sition, look-at point and up-vector, our application will automatically assign values to
these parameters, allowing the user to zoom, pan, and rotate around the data set and
select the best possible viewpoint. In order to gain a better impression of the flow, we
compute the flow’s magnitude and only display it for values above a constant thresh-
old (Figure B.7C). At this point, we start experimenting with the interpolation kernel,
which is responsible for creating a continuous field from our given input data (Fig-
ure B.7D). Diderot has convenient built-in mechanisms to change this reconstruction
method. Investigating the result images clearly shows a much smoother flow when
using B-spline interpolation compared to trilinear interpolation. The comparison im-
age highlights subtle differences to the user. Now that the flow is already visible, we
can improve shape perception by adding a light source into our environment and per-
forming gradient-based shading (Figure B.7E). Since the basic visualization algorithm
is functioning, we can start to integrate additional flow features. Visualizing surfaces
around extremum lines and vortex structures is easily done by modifying the computa-
tions over the corresponding vector field (Figure B.7F). After these additions, we notice
artifacts when experimenting with different interpolation methods (Figure B.7G), both
in the case of trilinear interpolation and even when using Catmull-Rom splines. By
hovering over the images of previous states, a tooltip reveals our last code changes and
thereby highlights the different vector field computations. We check the maths and
consider our algorithm as correct. The comparison to even earlier states ensures us that
no drastic changes were made and the issue must be related to the interplay between
flow features and the reconstruction kernel. Also, our basic algorithm seems to be cor-
rect, since the visualization of the flow magnitude does not show any problems. The
only difference and possible cause of the issue in this scenario therefore seems to be
the gradient computation. If we, as a user, had the necessary background knowledge,
we would know that trilinear interpolation does not provide the continuity necessary
to compute appropriate derivatives. Our application was therefore able to reveal the
complex correspondence between interpolation kernels and gradient computation by
displaying the visual results and source code differences in an explorable manner. Ex-
posing such high-level relationships without explicitly knowing the reasons for their
existence, requires the human-in-the-loop for further sense-making, but provides a hint
to in-depth understanding of the algorithm’s underlying functionality. The user can
now further compare the results of functioning states and visual differences in all the
implemented functionality, choose the most suitable version for their task and add fur-
ther features if necessary. When investigating the evolution of the static scope tree over
the whole process, it is noticeable that the source code structure expanded until shading
was implemented, but stayed constant afterwards. This provides us with an indication
that all main features being considered during this session require the same fundamen-
tal code structure in order to function, but mainly differ in the mathematical formulae
being computed over the flow field.
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B.6.2 Stylized Line Primitives
In our second example, we focus on efficiently drawing lines in a three-dimensional
scene, by rendering them in 2D, but shading them as if they were 3D tubes [187]. Ad-
ditionally, several styles can be applied to the lines to represent different features in the
data. It differs from our previous example by being implemented in C++ and GLSL,
and thereby utilizing multiple files – a C++ header, a C++ source and a GLSL file.
Furthermore, the underlying source code and the corresponding source code changes
contain many more lines of code (665 LOCs for the final state) than the previous ex-
ample being written in a domain-specific language (72 LOCs for the final state). This
scaling in data size comes with increased compilation times, bigger static scope trees
and larger tooltips. The evolution of the algorithm’s development is shown in Fig-
ure B.8. Since some of the source code changes being made are quite extensive, we
focused on the most salient parts.
We skip the initial development involving data handling and the setup of the ren-
dering process to focus on the evolution of the visualization techniques. We therefore
start out with source code which already renders a red quad strip for each line in the
data, following its curvature (Figure B.8A). All quads are, based on the user’s view-
point, computed and rendered in every frame. The definition of specific parameters in
the code automatically provides the same interaction handling for changing the view-
point as demonstrated in the previous example. In order to visually separate the lines
from each other, we plan to add a halo to each line. We increase every quad’s width
by a margin and check for each fragment being drawn, if it lies within the line’s width
or exceeds it. If it exceeds the line’s width, we paint the fragment black as a halo,
otherwise we set its color to red (Figure B.8B). The visual difference becomes imme-
diately apparent and provides us with a better understanding of the lines’ paths and
depths. In the next step, we want to give our lines a three-dimensional shape, which
is why we define a texture on top of the quad, that contains the side vector, up vector
and depth correction factor at each point (Figure B.8C). While all other source code
changes are made in the GLSL file, this change is taking place in the C++ source file.
Although the profile texture is now correctly set, the visual result appears to be the
same and a look at the difference image confirms that they are identical. The change is
not visible, because the texture is not yet applied and no shading is implemented. We
implement Phong shading and now the lines appear as shaded three-dimensional tubes
(Figure B.8D). Unfortunately, it is not as easy to perceive the depth of the tubes in the
scene, especially if they do not intersect in the result image. We therefore improve the
rendering by integrating depth enhancement (Figure B.8E). Interacting with the visual
result and comparing it to the previous states demonstrates the advantages of the newly
implemented feature. The tooltip shows that this feature only consists of a few lines of
code and can therefore easily be added to other visualization algorithms as well. As a
last step, we draw arrows on the tubes to provide the viewer with the information on
the lines’ flow direction (Figure B.8F). The static scope tree of the final state is shown
in Figure B.4C. It provides an overview over the source code by clearly showing that
it consists of three source files (because the root node has three children), where the
C++ header file only consists of a single structural block, the GLSL file is a bit more
structured, and the C++ source file contains the most structuring elements.
Looking at the performance of our system in this example, the compilation of source
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Figure B.8: Visualization with stylized line primitives. Only extracts of source code differ-
ences are shown. (A) Implement basic rendering of line primitives. (B) Add a black halo to
all lines. (C) Change the three dimensional data profile of lines. (D) Implement shading. (E)
Implement depth enhancement. (F) Draw arrows on lines, to describe the flow direction.
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code took around 8 seconds, if it was successful. If it fails, the compilation process is
canceled much faster and provides a description of the error. Since the compilation
takes place on the server side, the user does not experience any slowdown in their
coding workflow. Changing the viewpoint on the visual result took around 100ms per
image. This means that when the user is only interested in the most current history
(last ten states), their result images can be computed within a second, since images are
updated starting from the latest state. Updating images for 100 states would take around
10 seconds, with the client view being progressively updated as new images become
available. The number of triggered compilations and created states vastly vary based
on the given task and the user’s typing behavior. While typing, 10–15 compilations can
be triggered every minute, of which 4–5 will be executed, while others are ignored in
favor of newer revisions. Most of the time, only one of these compilations is successful
and creates a state in the visualization. Users ended up with 30-50 states when working
on this example.
We have shown that our novel approach is able to reveal complex correlations be-
tween the visual result and the underlying source code of a visualization algorithm. It
provides the user with direct feedback, enabling them to discover implementation prob-
lems as soon as they appear. It opens up new ways of comparing visualization algo-
rithms by utilizing novel viewpoints onto the available meta data and thereby generates
greater knowledge about the algorithms themselves. Revealing these relations between
algorithmic techniques, mathematical formulas, implementation in source code, and vi-
sual outcome can greatly benefit the task of comparing visualizations on all these levels
and be especially beneficial for teaching visualization algorithms to students.
B.7 Evaluation
Given the subject matter of our work, we performed our evaluation in two rounds and
in the form of an expert review [200]. In the first round we gathered qualitative feed-
back on the functionality and usability of our presented framework using the Diderot
language. We selected 4 experts from academia with different specializations in the
field of visualization. All participants rated their expertise in visualization between
knowledgeable and professional. They had extensive experience in writing visualiza-
tion source code (on a monthly to daily basis), but none of them were intrinsically
familiar with Diderot. Based on the initial feedback, we improved our system to sup-
port C++ and GLSL code, handle multiple source files, and cache compiled source code
for faster state switching. We then conducted a second round of evaluation to gather
feedback on the improved state of the system by selecting 4 new experts with similar
experience and an example using C++ and GLSL. All participants were familiar with
different existing toolchains, ranging from C++ IDEs to web based development plat-
forms and we asked them to assess our system in the light of their experience. None of
the experts are co-authors of this paper, participated in the development of our system,
or had used it prior to the review.
Following the guidelines of Tory and Möller [200], the evaluation was split into
several sessions, interviewing one participant at a time and following the same proto-
col: At first each participant filled out a sheet of information describing their personal
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Figure B.9: Illustration of the participants’ answers to statements of our questionnaire on a
5-point Likert scale. Very positive feedback was reflected by either strong agreement to a
positively formulated question, or strong disagreement to a negatively formulated question
(marked by an asterisk). Very negative feedback was not given by any participant. The color
reflects the participants group, green for the first round and purple for the second round.
background and expertise in visualization algorithm development. They were further
introduced to the concepts of our approach and the application’s functionality. All in-
teraction possibilities were summarized on a two-page handout given to the experts.
We not only wanted to assess the functionality of our application, but also the meta
visualization’s ability to communicate information about the visualization algorithm’s
development process. We therefore provided the participants with the visualization ex-
amples from section B.6, depicted in Figure B.7 (round 1) and Figure B.8 (round 2).
Based on this initial state, the participants were asked to perform a set of simple tasks
and verbalize their thoughts and reasoning behind their actions (think-aloud protocol).
They were allowed to ask questions about the tasks and application at any given time.
The tasks were performed without time limit and designed to encourage the explo-
ration of all aspects of our system. Tasks like "Find a state with a bug" and "Figure
out, what the reason for the bug is" required the user to analyze the whole develop-
ment process on the visual and algorithmic level. Asking the participants to "Change
the code, so that it produces a different output" not only made them actively develop
within our framework, but created personal and for us unexpected results that led to di-
verse usage of the provided system. When the users completed the tasks, they received
a 28-statement questionnaire to answer on a 5-point Likert scale. It covered the dif-
ficulty and suitability of the given tasks, general functionality of the application and
assessment of individual components (e.g. "I found the abstract code view was giving
a good impression of the source code’s complexity."). It further included the ten state-
ments of the System Usability Scale (SUS), which allows for the uniform comparison
of different systems in terms of usability and user satisfaction. Last but not least the
participants were asked to openly summarize what they liked/disliked about the system,
what they would like to change about it, and how they rate its practical impact. The
participants’ feedback to each question, except for the SUS (Q1-Q10), is illustrated in
Figure B.9. All the answers can additionally be found in the supplementary material.
While we cannot discuss all the feedback in detail here, we want to highlight some
of the most interesting insights gathered through our evaluation. All participants rated
the system’s functionality as useful (Q11) and rated the availability of such a system
as beneficial for their work or studies (Q13). When assessing the availability of other
tools with similar functionality (Q12), participants named Git and Shadertoy (in round
2), but also mentioned the superiority of our approach given the extended functionalities
it provides. The participants mentioned several times that they would like to use our
system as a rapid prototyping tool, or as a platform for teaching visualization algorithms
to students, but that larger software projects would require additional features to support
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the development of other parts than visualization or rendering modules.
Looking at the different components of our system, the result view was easy to un-
derstand (Q18), easy to use (Q19) and helpful in completing the given tasks (Q20).
The convenience of seeing all the visual outputs, investigating the source code differ-
ences by simply hovering over them and the intuitiveness of switching back and forth
between these states, were highly praised by several participants. The fact that chang-
ing the viewpoint in one state also updates the viewpoint in all other result images,
was recognized as being helpful for being able to compare the results to each other.
One participant raised the reasonable doubt that finding a certain state within the result
images after its parameters were changed might be difficult, since it is then harder to
recognize as being the same state. The revision tree gathered a more mixed feedback,
with most experts finding it easy to use (Q23) and, to a lesser degree, finding it easy
to understand (Q22). Several participants mentioned that the knowledge of how ver-
sion control systems work is beneficial in understanding the visualization and using it.
We believe that most of the problems with this view originate from the fact that several
branches can be collapsed in the same node and only results for the current branch are
shown at a time. Observing the participants’ interactions with the system showed that
this behavior was only a limitation at the first attempt, but once they had familiarized
themselves with the functionality, there was a noticeable improvement in how fluently
they used the system. Interestingly, feedback to the static scope tree representation was
more positive for experts in the second round, where the trees were larger and showed
the structure of multiple files. It seems that these experts had an easier time under-
standing the representation (Q24) and judge the source code’s complexity (Q25) within
several files. It was mentioned that code structure allows only for partial assessment
of the source code’s complexity, since for example a single line of code can perform
complex computations, and a single block can contain one or a hundred lines of code.
Additional code metrics would be necessary. While some participants did not look at
the SST at all, others wanted to use it but felt a lack of integration with other features,
as well as difficulties comparing multiple trees. Based on this, we believe that addi-
tional features like using the SST as a code navigation tool, highlighting structures on
code edits, and visualizing structural differences, can increase the utility of such a rep-
resentation. Alternatively, more direct visualizations of the source code structure, e.g.,
in the form of a pixel-based visualization, should be taken into account.
The generally good responsiveness of the system when switching between states
and investigating the different visual outputs and source code changes was positively
mentioned by several participants. The feedback further improved in the second round,
where caching of states led to even faster response times. The intermediate SUS score
went up from 78.75, which corresponds to an adjective rating between "Good" and "Ex-
cellent" [21], to 88.75 ("Excellent"). This confirms our impressions and is a promising
starting point for seeing our application in daily action. Quotes like "The programming
task becomes more explorative and free." and "It is actually a lot of fun to go through
the changes." emphasize our framework’s investigation capabilities with respect to the
algorithm’s evolution. They show how our tool might positively influence the develop-
ment workflow of visualization developers in the future.
The most sought after features were the comparison of states among different
branches and the availability of the difference image for two specific states instead
of showing it for collapsed groups only. Participants asked for a better link between
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the source code and the tooltip displaying code difference. This includes clicking on
lines in the tooltip for navigation purposes, as well as highlighting code differences in
the editor itself. Other feature requests included more control over how the states are
grouped within the views, a merge tool, which combines the source code of two differ-
ent states into one, and a way of deleting revisions. Otherwise, additional performance
measures, more tools commonly seen in professional IDEs, and general customizability
were requested.
B.8 Discussion
Our proposed approach for designing a meta visualization system to provide insight
into the evolution of the prototyping process of a scientific visualization algorithm
combines several interesting research fields. By utilizing methods from software vi-
sualization, visualization of time-oriented data, visualization of visualizations, and the
analysis of the visual parameter space, it explores and raises new research questions.
Based on the feedback we received, we believe it is a promising concept to provide
visualization developers with novel information about their own research projects and
a tool to investigate their own algorithm development. It further allows for an easier
comparison of individual features to replace, improve, or combine them and enhance
the visualization algorithm.
Ease of Use
By automatically compiling source code and visualizing the result in a live view, we
follow in the footsteps of Vega-Lite [170] and ShaderToy [13]. We not only apply the
concept of an automatically updating result view to a programming language which re-
quires compilation in the first place, but further visualize all previous results to empha-
size on the result evolution. The fact that all intermediate steps are stored automatically
further integrates with the idea of focusing the user’s attention on the programming
task.
The comparison of visualizations is a complicated task which has not yet been
solved in a general manner. We facilitate the comparison of visualizations on a large
and small scale by providing a juxtaposition and explicit encoding of all visual results
and displaying their correlation to the underlying source code. We thereby increase the
awareness of how visualizations evolve and in which way different features apply vi-
sual changes to the result. Our novel approach of applying the same parameter set to
all visual results of the algorithm’s states, further improves the comparability and al-
lows for the visual exploration of the parameter space.
Scalability
While our system works well for developing prototypes for scientific visualization al-
gorithms, it benefits from certain conditions given in this specific scenario. The visual
result is commonly aligned to the original spatial dimensions in the data, which is often
achieved via a virtual camera model projecting the spatial data into two-dimensional
space. This alignment results in better comparability of different states based on im-
ages than in abstract visualizations, where vastly differing mappings from data to the
visual result exist. Although the evaluation of our system has shown the experts’ in-
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terest in utilizing our approach in other fields like information visualization or web
development, it is unclear how the comparison task scales to these scenarios in a gen-
eral manner. Additional study of this subject is required to extend our approach to other
subfields in visualization.
Utilizing Diderot as a domain-specific language allows for comparatively short al-
gorithms, that can be handled within a single source code file. When handling C++ and
GLSL code, the structure and source code changes of multiple files need to be visu-
alized, which results in both larger SSTs and longer tooltips. Scrolling along the time
axis and tooltip does not scale indefinitely and if SSTs become very large, it is harder
to make detailed comparisons between them. For example, SSTs in our use cases had
a maximum depth of 5 and 6, and a maximum number of nodes of 7 and 51 respec-
tively. In comparison, ParaView [17] as a full-fledged visualization application has a
SST depth of 17 and 40000 nodes in its core alone. An additional overview visual-
ization, or a different visualization approach in general, would be necessary to support
large multi-file applications with a lot of source code and many structural code changes.
We can reduce possible delays in the visual feedback by utilizing parallel execution
capabilities of programming languages and compiling and executing several different
states of the visualization algorithm at the same time on the server side. Looking at
large scale development projects, compilation time and runtime become increasingly
limiting factors for the visual support given. Since our system is built around short-
term visual feedback and runs several revisions of the source code with possibly sev-
eral parameter sets, the outlined benefits decrease for compilation- and runtime-heavy
visual applications. While the revision tree, SST, visual result and source code differ-
ence are still available, the live view and parameter changes on older revisions would
be delayed or might not be created at all within the time frame given between revisions.
Future Work
While creating a visual result from each compilable source code state includes all the
interesting cases that create visual changes, it might produce many unnecessary results,
take up a lot of screen space, and provide only little information. We try to counteract
this issue by bundling results to compress the time axis of our meta visualization. How-
ever, at present we do not provide any interaction technique to remove revisions from
the view, highlight interesting ones, or bundle states based on the user’s interests. Solu-
tions for the given tasks would be necessary when using our application for an extended
period of time and when many revisions are created. It would be interesting to explore
which other measures than the SST similarity could be utilized as factors for revision
bundling and how such measures comply with the users’ intent. Possible measurements
might be computations of visual differences, number of code changes, or performance
differences. Additional user interactions for tagging, removing or grouping states of
interest might provide a good alternative to automatic approaches.
In the same manner, the difference image provides automatically generated infor-
mation for improving the task of comparing several visualizations to each other. The
exploration of other measures than image variance that are able to quantify other as-
pects of image difference, or improve the comparison task in different manners, might
be a fruitful research area that we want to continue to investigate. We will further con-
centrate on the question of how such similarity measures can be correlated to source
code to localize code constructs and their impact on the visual result.
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While certain issues of an implementation might only become apparent for particu-
lar parameter sets, others can depend on the input data. Methods to compare and inves-
tigate the behavior of several algorithms on multiple input data sets need to be studied.
Additionally, user tasks vastly vary, so that different supportive information about the
source code and visualization need to be provided. Such options for task-specific cus-
tomization for visualization experts need to be analyzed and integrated into our system.
Since all the important information describing the visualization algorithm’s evolution is
stored on a server, many more interesting applications like building and sharing visual
notebooks, or collaborating with multiple users on the same visualization algorithm
come to mind. Our web client will be publicly available in such a way as to enable pro-
grammers to easily experiment with our interactive environment.
Lessons Learned
Our system gives a direction for future development of visualization algorithms. Work-
ing with the system and evaluating it with experts in the field revealed several points of
interest for future implementations of similar tools.
The accessibility of the system as a stand-alone website is particularly useful for
teaching purposes, since no setup of applications and no prior knowledge is required
to get the system running. The opposite is true for experts, who often have a running
toolchain in place, have projects stored in existing repositories, and are used to their
programming environment. They would greatly benefit from the visual support system
being independent of the code editor and storage solutions. One could think of our
system getting access to an existing repository and visualizing all available revisions,
either as a web-based tool, or as a plugin to existing IDEs.
The evaluation made clear that different users have varying opinions on feature
behavior. For the revision tree, some users preferred having the latest state at the top,
instead of the bottom of the visualization. Users did not agree on if the source code
difference should be shown from the hovered to the current or to the previous state.
It could further be displayed vice versa, from the previous to the hovered state, which
might depend on the task given. Some participants mentioned that the system was
trying to update too often, although they were not finished editing the source code yet.
These examples show that the system is required to provide extensive customization
options to adjust the interface and feature behavior to the user’s preferences.
The decision of using a modularized interface turned out very useful in terms of op-
tions for customization and extensibility. Following a similar approach on the server
side allows for easy extension to support multiple programming languages. Overall,
while our current prototype received positive user feedback and the proposed visualiza-
tion and interaction methods were appreciated, we fully acknowledge that our system
currently lacks several usability and customization features commonly found in profes-
sional IDEs. However, we plan to continue the development of our approach, with a
specific focus on addressing its applicability to larger scale software projects.
B.9 Conclusion
We presented a novel approach for designing a meta visualization that enables the
comparison of visual results of scientific visualization algorithms and their underlying
B
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source code at the same time. This concept yields additional insight into their rela-
tionship and thus enables programmers in the field of visualization to find correlations
between visual changes and differences in the algorithms themselves. Our approach
supports programmers during the prototyping phase in keeping track of their develop-
ment, while relieving them from repetitive tasks and thereby increasing their productiv-
ity. The frequent task of switching between different development states and comparing
their visual outcome has been simplified to a one-click action by providing direct user
interactions in the meta visualization. The problem of finding a given state with spe-
cific features is further supported through state identification via result images. We also
showed how external functionality can be linked into the developed visualization algo-
rithm, by providing an interactive view of the visual result and the on-the-fly coupling
of specialized interaction functionality with program parameters. These parameters are
applied to all states of the development process to enable the instant assessment of their
impact.
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Abstract
The visualization of hierarchically structured data over time is an ongoing challenge
and several approaches exist trying to solve it. Techniques such as animated or jux-
taposed tree visualizations are not capable of providing a good overview of the time
series and lack expressiveness in conveying changes over time. Nested streamgraphs
provide a better understanding of the data evolution, but lack the clear outline of hierar-
chical structures at a given timestep. Furthermore, these approaches are often limited to
static hierarchies or exclude complex hierarchical changes in the data, limiting their use
cases. We propose a novel visual metaphor capable of providing a static overview of all
hierarchical changes over time, as well as clearly outlining the hierarchical structure at
each individual time step. Our method allows for smooth transitions between tree maps
and nested streamgraphs, enabling the exploration of the trade-off between dynamic be-
havior and hierarchical structure. As our technique handles topological changes of all
types, it is suitable for a wide range of applications. We demonstrate the utility of our
method on several use cases, evaluate it with a user study, and provide its full source
code.
C.1 Introduction
Hierarchically structured data can be found in many places and has been addressed
by many visualization techniques. Ancestry, taxonomy, topology, company staff, file
systems, text articles, source code, and population data are just a few examples of
data with inherent hierarchical structures that can be represented by a tree with parent-
child relationships. Data that does not have inherent hierarchical structure, such as
This article was published in IEEE Transactions on Visualization and Computer Graphics (2020).
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scalar data [87] and large text corpora [58], can be clustered to build a hierarchy for
providing a better overview and understanding of the data. The corresponding trees
have previously been visualized by explicit and implicit methods in two- and three-
dimensional space, as well as hybrids, in all kinds of visual layouts [175]. Visualizing
the evolution of such data, its hierarchical structure, and temporal changes requires
the integration of time as yet another dimension. Several approaches have utilized
existing tree visualization techniques to display each timestep in either a juxtaposed
layout or as an animation. Further efforts have been made to optimize these layouts
with respect to stability of object positions over time for preserving the users’ mental
map [78, 184, 188, 190, 203, 207]. More recent approaches began to adopt the Theme-
River [81] metaphor to convey the evolution of tree nodes in hierarchically structured
data by individual streams [56, 121, 137, 223]. All these methods are either limited
by only supporting a static hierarchy over the whole time series [56], only allowing
for data where each parent’s value is sufficiently larger than the sum of its children’s
values [137], or only allowing for a subset of trackable changes in the hierarchy [121].
While these techniques do a good job in presenting hierarchical changes over time, they
suffer from deficiencies in conveying the hierarchical structure at specific timesteps
when no hierarchical changes are in view and create ambiguities in the interpretation.
We present a novel visual metaphor for representing time-dependent, hierarchically
structured data in a static visualization. We take a nested streamgraph [137] as a ba-
sis, introduce splits to cut the streams at certain points in time, and add a horizontal
margin. By increasing the margin based on a stream’s hierarchy level, we reveal the
underlying hierarchical structure of the data. We enable fine-grained control between
visual continuity of individual streams and the visual clarity of hierarchical structures
at a given point in time. The presented approach allows for a clearer representation of
hierarchies even in cases when color cannot be used to encode the hierarchy level. In
contrast to previous approaches such as Chronicler [223], our method handles complex
hierarchical changes, like a node becoming the parent of its ancestor, in a consistent and
unambiguous manner. We propose a novel visual encoding for such cases and, in con-
clusion, cover all hierarchical changes that occur in the visualization of hierarchically
structured data over time. Our main contributions can be summarized as follows:
1. We introduce a novel visual metaphor to emphasize the data-inherent hierarchical
structure and its changes over time. Our approach is based on simple and clear
shapes that are capable of conveying the hierarchical structure independent of the
color scheme applied.
2. We conducted a user study to evaluate users’ performance in analyzing hierarchi-
cally structured data with the help of treemaps over time, nested streamgraphs,
and SplitStreams and demonstrate that our approach successfully addresses defi-
ciencies of previous methods.
3. We publish our implementation as an open source library for easy reproduction
of existing visualization techniques like one-dimensional treemaps over time and
nested streamgraphs, as well as the exploration of novel visualization techniques
introduced by this paper.
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C.2 Related Work
Our visual metaphor allows for the smooth transition between one-dimensional tree-
maps and stream-based, time-dependent visualizations. This approach combines the
advantages of both techniques and allows for novel visual layouts to emphasize hierar-
chical changes based on the application and user task. The visualization of static and
dynamic hierarchies has been widely studied and inspired our approach.
General Hierarchies: A multitude of techniques for the visualization of static hier-
archies have been proposed in previous work. Treevis.net [175] summarizes many of
these approaches and provides search and filter functionality. The authors further cat-
egorize methods into explicit and implicit visualization techniques, as well as hybrid
forms. Explicit methods are mostly based on a node-link diagram, where every data
item is represented by a node (e.g., a circle) and relations among these nodes are pre-
sented by a link (e.g., a line connecting two circles). Implicit methods, on the other
hand, are not required to draw links between nodes, but utilize positioning of individ-
ual nodes to represent hierarchical relationships. Treemaps [107] are one of the most
influential examples of implicit hierarchy visualizations, representing nodes as rect-
angles and nesting child nodes within the space of their parent element. The space is
vertically or horizontally split, creating rectangles proportionally sized to the numerical
values of the child nodes. Significant research efforts have been devoted towards opti-
mizing many aspects of both implicit and explicit techniques, including considerations
such as layout and aesthetics. One particular approach we build on are one-dimensional
treemaps [108], which nest nodes inside their parents, but always split the space along
the same dimension. As demonstrated by ArcTrees [149], this approach frees the sec-
ond screen dimension to represent additional information, such as the temporal evolu-
tion of the hierarchy.
Juxtaposed Hierarchies: For the visualization of hierarchies over time, one can in
principle use any existing visualization method to display a static hierarchy in each
timestep, either in a side-by-side (juxtaposed) manner or using animation. While Time-
Tree [46] displays a node-link diagram and provides a slider to navigate through time,
TreeJuxtaposer [148] integrates node-link diagrams in a juxtapositional manner. Isen-
berg and Carpendale [96] analyzed tree comparison tasks for juxtaposed tree layouts in
an interactive multi-user setup. Several works have stabilized the positioning of indi-
vidual data items in treemaps and optimized the layout strategy for easier comparison
and tracking of items [78, 184, 188, 190, 203, 207]. Vernier et al. [211] performed
a quantitative comparison of 13 different treemap layouts and collected a benchmark
dataset consisting of 2720 evolving hierarchies for that purpose. While juxtaposed trees
provide a good understanding of hierarchical structures at a given point in time, they
lack a clear representation of time-related changes. They require the user to keep a
mental map of all nodes and track their position and information encoding (e.g., color,
size). Therefore, such techniques fail in conveying the evolution over time for larger
trees and longer time series.
Static Hierarchies: Several approaches deal with data where values associated with
nodes or links change dynamically, but the hierarchy stays constant over the whole
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time span. SemaTime [185] and Timeline Trees[40] display time-dependent informa-
tion for each leaf node of a static hierarchy. Burch and Weiskopf [42] visualize dynamic
values along the links of connected nodes. Based on the ThemeRiver metaphor [81],
and extensions like Byron and Wattenberg’s geometry and aesthetic optimizations [43],
similar approaches have been developed to visualize data values over time together with
their hierarchical structure. BookVoyager [218] displays the hierarchy explicitly, as an
indented tree, separated from the stream-based visualization. TouchWave [25] implic-
itly integrates the interaction with the hierarchy into a streamgraph. Both approaches
can be utilized to hide individual streams for better readability and scalability. Hier-
archicalTopics [64] compute a meaningful hierarchy for non-hierarchical data to uti-
lize the same interaction techniques. MultiStream [56] integrates multiple interaction
methods to improve the focus and context awareness, enable linking and brushing, and
tackle scalability issues with respect to time and hierarchical complexity. However,
these types of methods are limited to the visualization of a static hierarchy. Our goal
is to represent hierarchical changes over time in addition to the evolution of data values.
Dynamic Hierarchies: In the tree-ring metaphor by Therón [198], nodes of a tree are
placed on concentric circles based on their date of addition to the tree, where larger
rings correspond to later points in time. Since streams provide an intuitive visual
representation of changes over time, several methods adopt this approach to visual-
ize dynamically changing hierarchies. Outflow [224] draws streams between nodes
of individual timesteps and applies a hierarchical clustering to address scalability is-
sues. Burch et al. [41] draw an indented tree at each timestep and connect related nodes
via links. Based on narrative charts [146] where elements split and merge over time,
Textflow [57] visualizes hierarchical relationships as contours in the background of sto-
rylines. Tanahashi and Ma Cui [192] optimize such layouts to create visually pleasing
results and Liu et al [135] further emphasize the representation of hierarchical struc-
tures. Cui et al. [58] introduce specific visual encodings to improve the understanding
of hierarchical changes in stream-based visualizations, as well as tree cuts, which de-
fine the visibility of nodes at each time step.
Nested Tracking Graphs [137] introduced a stream layout similar to Theme-
River [81] for hierarchically structured data by nesting streams inside each other. This
representation allows for additions, deletions, merges, and splits in the hierarchy, but
can only be applied to data where every node has a significantly larger value than the
sum of values of its children. This requirement ensures that the hierarchical nesting
is visible. Temporal treemaps [121] extended this approach by a hierarchy-aware or-
dering for the reduction of edge crossings and visual cushions to support data where
parents inherit their values from their children. The presented method is limited in
the number of possible hierarchical changes, because only moves, splits, and merges
of streams along siblings are taken into account. Movements across hierarchy levels,
where a node changes its parent, are not visually represented. Chronicler [223] visu-
alizes the evolution of source code and allows for the movement of nodes across the
hierarchy. While all these stream-based techniques manage to visualize changes over
time, they suffer from limited clarity in conveying the hierarchical structure at a given
timestep. This issue becomes more apparent as the number of nodes or the number of
timesteps increases. As demonstrated in Figure C.1, the main problem is that the hierar-




Figure C.1: Perception of hierarchies. (a) If the hierarchy is only encoded by the nesting of
streams, it is not clear if the visualization shows three streams (white contained by light blue,
contained by dark blue) or five individual streams. (b) When a hierarchical change is present,
the two-dimensional containment provides an intuitive understanding of the nested structures.
(c) In our approach, we split the streams and introduce margins to the visualization, to clearly
represent hierarchical structures at any given point in time.
as no hierarchical change occurs, the number of individual streams and their respective
nesting is only conveyed by color, but the interpretation of shapes can be ambiguous.
In order to get a complete picture of the hierarchy at a certain timestep, at least one
hierarchical change for every single stream needs to be visible, which negatively af-
fects the readability when a large number of timesteps or nesting levels are present. We
therefore propose a new visual metaphor which can not only reproduce these existing
visualization techniques but can further emphasize the hierarchical structure at every




We work with hierarchically structured data in which both the values and the underlying
hierarchy may vary over time. For consistency with previous work, we refer to elements
within the hierarchy (tree) as nodes. Each node has a value, exists for a certain period
of time, and maintains a parent-child relationship (link) to other nodes. Every node
can have an arbitrary number of children, but at most one parent. Nodes which have
the same parent are called siblings. Nodes without children are referred to as leaves.
A node without a parent is called root and defines the highest hierarchy level. In case
several root nodes exist, we create an artificial root as the parent of all root nodes. The
depth of a node is the length of the shortest path between this node and the root. A
hierarchy level describes a set of all nodes with the same depth.
In order to visualize the mapping between nodes from one tree to the next, tree
changes need to be defined. Every node of a tree therefore requires an identifier. This
ID can be unique throughout all timesteps to clearly identify the existence of a node at
each point in time. Alternatively, the ID can be unique to the tree of the current timestep
only, in which case every node needs to store the ID of its predecessor and/or successor
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in addition to its own ID. Nodes that are added to the tree in a particular timestep can be
identified by not having a predecessor. In the same manner, nodes which were deleted
do not have a successor.
There are different ways of assigning scalar values to nodes. In some data, the value
of a node is described as the sum of the values of its children, so that only leaf nodes
contain a value. In the following, we will refer to the sum of values of a node’s children
as aggregate and refer to a node which uses this aggregate as its value as aggregated
node. An example would be population data, where each person has a value of 1
and the population within a state is calculated by the sum of all people living in the
state. The population of a country is then inherently defined as the sum of all state
populations and so on, until the world population builds the root node, containing the
number of living people as an aggregate. In other cases, the value of a node can exceed
its aggregate and requires the definition of its own value. Instead of population, we
could consider the area of buildings in a city as values. The area of a city district,
which would represent the parent node, does not only contain buildings, but additional
empty space and requires its own area value. In the same manner, states cover space
which is not part of any city, and the world covers area which is not part of individual
continents.
C.3.2 Visual Encoding
Nodes and their relationships may undergo many changes over time which need to
be visually represented. Nodes can change their value, be added, split, merged, and
deleted. They can further build new hierarchical relationships by changing their order
among siblings or changing their parent. In the following, we will describe all possible
modifications in detail and introduce their visual representation in our method. All
higher-level operations on trees, like node swaps or rotations, can be represented by
combinations of these cases.
C.3.2.1 Content Change
When the value of a node changes from one timestep to the next, it is
represented by a proportional change in height. The change is visu-
alized by an interpolation of the node’s current representation and its
position and value at the previous timestep. If values are only defined
in leaf nodes of the tree, then the change in value propagates up and
updates the values of ancestors in an iterative manner.
If the parent of a node has a higher value than its aggregate, then
there is visual space available to move children without changing the
sibling order. A node’s position defines the distance of this node to the
parent’s starting point on the Y axis. The positional range by which a
node can change while neither affecting hierarchical structure nor sib-
ling order is limited by the position and size of the surrounding siblings.
Further changes to the content of a node can occur, e.g. in a document, where the
text of a paragraph might change without changing its length. In this case the value
and position of the node would stay unaffected and our visual representation would not
change. While such changes can, for instance, be covered by changes in color encoding
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or tooltip information, they are specific to the underlying data and user task and will
therefore not be discussed in this paper.
C.3.2.2 Add & Remove
When a node is added to the data, we cannot interpolate between the
current timestep and the node’s previous representation as it did not
exist in the previous timestep. These cases could be visualized by in-
terpolating between a zero value at the previous timestep and the value
of the node at the current timestep. Since the node did not exist in the
previous hierarchy, it is not clear where the zero value should be lo-
cated. This is especially problematic when the hierarchical structure was very different
in the previous timestep. We therefore introduce a half ellipse in front of the stream
to communicate the addition of nodes to the hierarchical structure, similar to the caps
introduced by Chronicler [223]. Analogously, the deletion of a node is represented by
adding a half ellipse to the end of the stream.
C.3.2.3 Split & Merge
If a node has multiple predecessors, it means that multiple nodes
merged into a single node from one timestep to another. If a node splits,
it has multiple successors. The split in the data is visually represented
by a split of the stream. The stream begins with the representation of
the previous node and then splits into the representations of all involved
nodes at the current timestep. In the same manner, merges of nodes are
represented by a merge of individual streams into a single one. Depending on the loca-
tions of merges and splits, stream crossings might be inevitable [121].
C.3.2.4 Move
We will now discuss move operations that always introduce stream crossings to the vi-
sualization. We differentiate between three cases: Movement within a node, across
nodes, and along ancestors, which can be seen as a special case of the former.
Movement Within a Node: Movement within a node is defined by a
reordering of a node’s children. This type of movement can only occur
when there is a predefined order to the tree nodes. As an example, a tree
in one timestep might consist of a root node with two children A and
B. In the next timestep, the positioning of the children has switched,
so that they are stored in the order (B,A) within the root node. When
interpolating between nodes at their respective positions, the child streams will cross
each other. The number of edge crossings within the dataset largely depends on the or-
dering. If the order of children does not matter for the represented data, the number of
edge crossings can be reduced by applying a suitable sorting algorithm.
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Movement Across Nodes: We define a node changing its parent from
one timestep to the next as a hierarchical change across nodes. Since
our visualization is built around nested streams, the stream represent-
ing such a structural change will at least have to cross the border of its
parent element. Depending on the depth difference between the nodes
and based on the current order of the tree, the stream might cross sev-
eral other streams.
Movement Along Ancestors: A special case of nodes moving across
hierarchy levels is nodes becoming the parent of one of their previous
ancestors. Let us assume a tree that only consists of a root node with a
single child. If these two nodes switch their position from one timestep
to the other, then the child becomes the parent of its previous parent.
Such a scenario could for example occur when switching the inner and
outer loop of an algorithm during development. The two structural nodes would change
their position and swap the hierarchical level they live in. The problem that occurs lies
in the drawing of streams, where streams of higher depth are always drawn on top of
the streams they are nested in. Since, in this case, the nesting changes, we would need
to draw the child on top of its parent in one timestep, but switch this order for the next
timestep. In order to solve this conflict, we are required to cut one of the two streams
in half and draw the first half on top and the second half underneath the other stream or
vice versa.
To come up with a visually more pleasing solution, we imagine the
streams as two sheets lying on top of each other, cut a hole into one
of the streams, and thread the other through the hole. The technique
scales to an arbitrary number of such movements by adding more holes
and threads to the streams. This representation is not only required
when a child node switches positions with its parent, but whenever a
node becomes an ancestor of any of its previous ancestors. The detection of such cases
requires a complete tree traversal.
C.4 SplitStream Generation
In the following section we describe our metaphor for visualizing evolving hierarchies.
We will demonstrate how the general definition of our method allows for the smooth
transition between one-dimensional treemaps and nested stream visualizations, as well
as the generation of our own visual approach. We further provide a detailed explanation
of parameters to adjust the visualization based on the data and task at hand.
C.4.1 Hierarchy-Change Ratio
When visualizing hierarchies over time, one can display a static tree representation for
each timestep in a juxtaposed manner. One example would be to compute a treemap for
each timestep and show all these treemaps next to each other sorted by time. In the fol-
lowing, we will only focus on one-dimensional treemaps, which draw each node as a
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A One-dimensional treemap over time. The white rectangle changes its parent element from step 1 to
step 2. Between step 2 and step 3, the white node is deleted and a new white node is created. These
hierarchical changes are not visually distinguishable.
B Nested streamgraph. Hierarchical changes are clearly visualized, but the structural nesting is merely
encoded in color. Aggregated nodes, such as the dark blue root node, are not visible.
C One-dimensional treemap over time with a fixed width for each node.
D Connecting the nodes of individual treemaps by streams, to represent hierarchical changes.
E SplitStreams. Each treemap is split in the center and all streams are inset based on their hierarchy
level. The hierarchical changes over time, the nested structures at each point in time, and aggregated
nodes are now clearly visible.
Figure C.2: Treemaps (a) visualize hierarchies at specific timesteps and nested stream-
graphs (b) display structural changes over time. SecStreams (e) combine these approaches
to accomplish both tasks in one static visualization. All depicted visualizations share the same
dataset and a common time axis.
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rectangle, stack all children of a node on top of each other and nest them inside their par-
ent element (Figure C.2A). The height of each rectangle corresponds to the value of the
node. The hierarchy is represented by assigning a smaller width to deeper nodes. This
representation provides a clear depiction of the hierarchy even for aggregated nodes.
The main issue when showing static hierarchies per timestep is that changes from one
step to another are not readily apparent. The user needs to track the elements’ position
and color, which becomes more difficult as the number of elements and changes in-
creases. Furthermore, some hierarchical changes cannot be distinguished at all. When
a node N changes its parent, its rectangle will be nested inside its parent A in one
timestep and then move to be nested inside its new parent B. The very same visualiza-
tion would be created if N is deleted in A and a new child M is added to B. We can
therefore not distinguish between a move operation and the combination of a delete and
an add operation (Figure C.2A).
Nested streamgraphs are trying to tackle this problem by visualizing hierarchical
changes directly. One can think of this as drawing one-dimensional treemaps at each
point in time, setting their width to 0, so that every treemap only consists of a single
vertical line, and connecting the representations of each node at every timestep by a
curve (Figure C.2B). Because the changes themselves are displayed, we can now eas-
ily distinguish the movement of a node from a delete and add operation. Furthermore,
the comparison of values is now guided by connected lines and not dependent on the
comparison of heights alone. The main problem we face when using streams instead
of treemaps is that the hierarchical nesting is not explicitly visualized. The margins
that used to display the nesting in treemaps were removed in favor of drawing contin-
uous streams. While color can be utilized to represent hierarchy levels, the number
of distinguishable shades of a color limits the levels of hierarchy we can display. Ad-
ditionally, when a node changes its hierarchy level, it is unclear what color this node
should be assigned. On top of that, aggregated nodes are not visible anymore, as shown
in Figure C.2B.
We introduce SplitStreams, a hybrid approach which is meant to combine the ben-
efits of both treemaps and nested streams, while reducing the drawbacks of both ap-
proaches. The goal is to visualize hierarchical changes over time directly, while still
conveying the nesting of nodes at all timesteps. In order to accomplish this task, we
draw a treemap at every point in time and set the width of all nodes to a fixed value (Fig-
ure C.2C). We then connect nodes between treemaps via streams, which leaves us with
a visualization similar to the nested streams, but with horizontal lines in the treemap
areas (Figure C.2D). Finally, we split the graph at every timepoint, in the center of
each treemap, and move every stream by a certain margin away from the split position.
The margin that is applied to each node is based on its hierarchical level, which rein-
troduces the representation of nested structures (Figure C.2E). What we end up with is
a visualization of changes, where each block displays the hierarchical structure at two
points in time, one in the beginning and one in the end. The part in the middle displays
the change between both hierarchies.
In order to draw both, the treemaps at each timestep and the streams between them,
we must divide the available space between two points in time and reserve a certain
portion of it for each visualization method. If we reserve more space for the treemap,
hierarchical changes will be more cramped and less visible. If we dedicate more space
to be used by the stream representation, there will be less space for introducing margins
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and displaying nested structures at a given point in time. We call this trade-off the
hierarchy-change ratio (HCR). An HCR of 1 means that we are only showing hierarchy,
a treemap at each point in time. An HCR of 0 will only represent change, leading to
a nested streamgraph. This parameter allows for the smooth transition between one-
dimensional treemaps and nested streamgraphs.
C.4.2 Splits and X-Margins
Treemaps utilize two spatial dimensions to visualize hierarchical nesting, so that rect-
angles of nodes are completely contained by the rectangle of their parent node. Nested
streamgraphs replace one of these spatial dimensions to represent time, which helps to
visualize changes, but reduces the user’s capability to read hierarchical structure at a
given timestep. Nodes of higher hierarchy levels are occluded by the continuous rep-
resentation of their children. In order to visualize hierarchical structures, we introduce
splits to cut the stream representation. We then define an x-margin, which opens up
each split, by clipping the width of individual streams. When the width of a stream is
reduced, its underlying streams become visible. By choosing a margin for each stream
based on its hierarchy level (depth in a tree), we can display the complete hierarchical
structure present at that point in time. One should keep in mind, that if the margin be-
comes too large and the space provided for each point in time is too small, nodes with
high depth values will not be visible anymore. We therefore propose to provide screen
space for each timestep based on the following formula:









where dist is the distance between two points in time on the x-axis, dmax is the maxi-
mum depth of the hierarchy at time t and mx is the margin defined for the depth given.
We hereby assure that the distance between two timepoints is large enough to represent
every single node given the desired margin. By adding the HCR to the equation, we
further ensure that the margin will only be applied in the treemap areas, where streams
are drawn as horizontal lines, so that streams will not change their starting and end po-
sition when being clipped. In order to keep the time axis linear, the distance between
all timesteps should be fixed and larger than the maximum distance required to display
the margins without reducing any node’s width to zero.
For most of our examples, we utilize a fixed x-margin, which linearly decreases
the width of nodes along the depth of the hierarchy by a fixed amount (Equation C.2).
Depending on the task the visualization is supposed to solve, a non-linear scaling of
margins might be better suited. The margins can for instance be steered to focus on
a certain level of hierarchy by applying a bigger margin to nodes of a specific depth.
By reducing a stream’s width the deeper it is in the hierarchy (Equation C.3), we can
emphasize hierarchical structures for deeper nodes (Figure C.3 left). When choosing
a higher width reduction for nodes closer to the root (Equation C.4), leaf nodes are
barely separated from their parents, keeping the appearance of streams as continuous
as possible (Figure C.3 right). In order to avoid introducing overlaps between streams,
we define margins in a recursive manner, so that every node’s width is at least as much
reduced as the width of its parent element. The margins can be represented as functions:
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Figure C.3: Left: Hierarchical Margin. Streams receive a higher margin, the deeper their
hierarchy level is. Right: Reversed Hierarchical Margin. Streams closer to the root receive
larger margins. Although both cases feature the same margin on the root node, the latter case
provides a clearer representation of changes over time, because leaf nodes are not pushed so














where mx is the margin, n is a node in the tree at timepoint t, p is its parent, d is the
node’s depth, and value is a fixed number which steers the size of the margin. For the
root, which does not have a parent node, we set the margin to 0. It should be noted that
a single stream can have different margins at different points in time, for instance if it
moves into a new parent and thus changes its hierarchy level.
While both treemaps and SplitStreams utilize splits and margins to visualize nested
structures, there are two notable differences in their generation. First, to keep the ap-
pearance of a continuous stream in SplitStreams, we do not introduce a margin for the
root node. Second, as can be seen in Figure C.2, splits for treemaps and SplitStreams
are located at different positions on the time axis. For treemaps, we split streams be-
tween timesteps to separate them from each other. In our method, we split streams at
timesteps to separate the changes. Although splits could be located at any possible po-
sition on the time axis, we did not encounter any meaningful examples for other split
positions.
C.4.3 Y-Padding and Y-Margin
In the same manner as an x-margin can be applied to streams to better communicate the
hierarchical nesting of nodes, a y-spacing can help to ensure that a node’s representation
is completely covered by its parent, hence improving the perception of the hierarchy.
In particular for aggregated nodes, hierarchies are only visualized in the x-dimension
where split. Y-spacing must be applied with care, as it distorts the represented values.
In the following we will discuss two different approaches in detail and demonstrate
their advantages and drawbacks.
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a) ym = 0 b) ym = 10
c) ym = 20 d) ym = 30
Figure C.4: Y-Margin. For aggregated nodes (a), a y-margin can improve the perception of
hierarchies (b). Increasing the y-margin (c,d) creates a form of semantic zoom, since smaller
nodes disappear, as the y-margin gets larger.
Adding a y-padding to the visualization means increasing the value of every node
which is not a leaf node. Let us consider a simple example, where the tree at a given
point in time consists of a root node with one child. The child node has a value of 1,
so the root node’s aggregate is 1. If we draw the streams for that tree, the root will be
completely occluded by its child. We could therefore increase the root’s value to make it
visible. While hierarchies would be better perceived that way, it also introduces an error
because the root node is now represented larger than before. The deeper our hierarchy
is, the more padding needs to be introduced. In many cases we want to see additional
spacing between siblings, so the padding scales with both depth and the number of
children. The most critical part is, that if a node changes its hierarchy level from one
timestep to another but keeps the same value, that this value will be represented with
different heights, because the applied y-padding depends on the depth of the node. This
can have a major impact on the interpretation of values in the visualization. The benefit
in perceiving hierarchical structures is in this case counterbalanced by reduced accuracy
in value perception. However, for tasks in which the node values are not present or are
not of primary importance, but the hierarchical nesting and structural changes matter,
y-padding can be utilized as showcased in Figure C.6, to increase the perception of
hierarchies. We gave every leaf node a value of 1 and added a y-padding of 1 plus the
number of children to every aggregate.
Instead of increasing a node’s parent with y-padding, we can reduce a node’s height
directly by a fixed value. We call that value y-margin. The error being introduced is
very similar to that of y-padding, with the difference that the node’s height will reach
0 as soon as the y-margin is larger than the node’s value. This approach can be utilized
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as a form of semantic zoom, by increasing the y-margin step by step. As a result, nodes
with small values will disappear and nodes of higher hierarchy levels become visible.
This approach allows for data inspections independent of the hierarchical level, but only
dependent on the node’s values. We demonstrate the semantic zoom with different
levels of y-margin in Figure C.4. In the same way the x-margin can be defined by
different functions (Equation C.2-4), the y-margin can be defined to allow for task-
dependent steering of the zoom functionality.
C.4.4 Algorithm
In order to generate a SplitStream, we need to traverse the given hierarchy at every
point in time and calculate a position for every node of the tree. The nodes are then
individually traversed through time and drawn based on their characteristics. We need
to handle cases of nodes being created, being deleted, splitting, and merging, in addition
to the connection of nodes by streams. When all streams are drawn, we can introduce
splits to cut them open based on the defined margin function. In the following, we will
describe our method in more detail.
If values are only defined in the leaf nodes of the data, or the hierarchy has no values
defined at all, we need to compute missing values. We therefore recursively traverse
every tree in a depth-first approach, until reaching a leaf node. If the leaf has no value
defined, we set it to 1. We can then define every node’s size by computing its aggregate.
To make the hierarchies more visible in the final visualization, we can add a y-padding
here.
In case the data does not specify positions of nodes, we can define them in such a
way that all children are equally spread within their parent element. We initialize the
position of the root element with 0 and iterate through all nodes of the tree except for
leaves to define their spacing attribute as follows:
spacingn← (n.size - n.aggregate)/(#children+1). (C.5)
It describes the space between all children of the given node n in the resulting stream
visualization. We can then compute the position of every child by:
aggregate← 0
for all i:=1 to #children do
child[i].pos← i× spacing+aggregate
aggregate← aggregate+ child[i].size
When the position and size of every node are set, we can connect them to streams.
We can identify all streams by looking for nodes which do not have a predecessor.
Starting with these nodes, we follow all their succeeding nodes, draw a stream between
the two nodes and repeat this operation in a recursive manner for all following nodes.
The algorithm to draw all streams can be found in section C.9A. In order to handle
the special case in which a node moves into one of its ancestors, we need to check for
every node which changes its parent, if that parent was an ancestor of this node in the
previous timestep. If this is the case, we split the stream into two streams and mark
them to draw their case-specific encoding at the beginning or the end.
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Splits can be integrated into the drawing algorithm directly, or be applied as a post-
processing step. The fact that splits can occur at any point in time and can have an
arbitrary size, makes the analytical integration somewhat cumbersome. Instead, we
apply splits after the drawing process by going through every stream and cutting it at
positions where splits occur. For every split we can find the two nodes of the stream
which are closest to the split (left and right) and remove a part of the stream equivalent
to the respective margins of these nodes. For SplitStreams, we apply splits at every
timestep, so that the nodes to the left and to the right of the split both refer to the
same node from the timestep the split is applied to. This ensures that the hierarchy is
represented in the same way for changes occurring before and after the timestep.
C.4.5 Implementation
We implemented SplitStreams as a JavaScript library based on D3 [34]. To showcase
our results, we utilized standard web technologies (HTML5, CSS3) and Vue.js [15].
Streams are created as SVG paths following the outline of all nodes a stream contains.
Hierarchical changes are displayed by Cubic Bezier curves with control points set to
the center between both points in time, but horizontally to the nodes’ y-position. This
assures G1 continuity at the common points. We utilize SVG clippaths to apply x-
margins by removing parts of the paths after they have been drawn.
In order to evaluate the performance of our current implementation, we ran the
algorithm for generating SplitStreams (section C.9A) for a subset (1313 evolving hi-
erarchies) of Vernier et al. [211]’s benchmark datasets ranging from small datasets up
to approximately 100K nodes. The results are plotted in Figure C.5 (right) and the ta-
ble on the left shows exact timings for selected representative datasets. The timings do
not include rendering of the created SVG image as performance varies widely across
browsers and devices. In the worst cases that we observed, for very complex topolo-
gies, the SVG rendering time was approximately the same as the generation itself. The
complete implementation of our method, including many of the presented examples,
can be found at https://github.com/cadanox/SplitStreams.







Figure C.5: Algorithm performance for 1313 datasets. The benchmark was executed in Google
Chrome v77 on a Windows 10 machine with an Intel Core i7-6700 CPU.
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C.5 Use Cases
In order to showcase some of the results that can be achieved by applying our visual
metaphor to real data, we selected a taxonomy of medical terms, as well as a public
Github repository to demonstrate their evolution over time.
C.5.1 MeSH Taxonomy
Taxonomies are used in science to classify entities, like the phylogenetic tree which
shows evolutionary relationships between species. The U.S. National Library of
Medicine maintains a taxonomy of Medical Subject Headings (MeSH), currently in-
cluding nearly 60000 medical terms in a hierarchically-organized vocabulary [10]. The
taxonomy requires changes based on scientific progress and new insights gained, and
versions are made available for the last ∼20 years. The visualization of changes over
the years can help in finding inconsistencies and provide pointers to changes that should
be made for the next revision. We selected two branches that show several interesting
features of the hierarchy and visualized their evolution. Changes are specified between
every two successive years. When there were no changes in the data for several con-
secutive years, we contracted them into one block.
In Figure C.6, we show the changes in medical terms for the Urinary Tract between
2005 and 2012 with the main branches Urethra (a), Ureter (b), Kidney (c), and Bladder
(d). These classes are more clearly separated by SplitStreams than by a nested stream-
graph. The two highlighted branches (orange) represent the Kidney Glomerus, once
nested inside Nephrons and once inside the Kidney Cortex. In 2006, several nodes
were added and the same structural changes were applied to both branches through-
out the years. In 2012, the new class Glomerular Filtration Barrier (e) is introduced to
the Kidney Glomerus in both Kidney Cortex and Nephrons. However, the two classes
Glomerular Basement Membrane (f) and Podocytes (g) are only defined as children of
the barrier in Kidney Cortex. This difference is likely to be a mistake in the data and
should be fixed in the next revision of the taxonomy. The addition of splits helps to
highlight the occurrence of hierarchical changes and to identify the depth of involved
nodes.
The evolution of medical terms for the Digestive Physiology between 2006 and
2017 can be seen in Figure C.7. In 2007, the two classes Processes and Phenomena
are introduced on the root level (a). The hierarchy stayed consistent for a year, until
Phenomena were removed again (b) and their children moved into the root node (c).
In 2017, the Processes class is removed as well and all its children move to the root
node while receiving new IDs (d). We can see that a few nodes were removed and
added, instead of appearing as a continuous stream. This finding can indicate missing
ID changes in the data, or an error in the data processing pipeline.
While most changes can be detected in the nested streamgraph representation, it
becomes increasingly harder to understand the hierarchical structure and the depth of
changing nodes. SplitStreams help us to map the continuous streams to their discrete
timescale, highlight positions of hierarchical changes, identify the depth of individual
nodes, and provide us with a structured representation of the underlying hierarchy. We
can get a more general intuition of the depth layers in which changes occur and thereby
judge their impact on the data.
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Figure C.6: MeSH Urinary Tract 2005-2012. Hierarchical changes of nodes being added,
switching their sibling order, and moving into a new parent, are visible in both representations.
SplitStreams enable the user to, e.g., count the number of timesteps shown (5) and count the
number of main classes in the Urinary Tract (4). The additional space used for displaying
lower level nodes eases the interaction task.
Figure C.7: MeSH Digestive Physiology 2006-2017. a) Addition of Processes and Phenomena
to the root node. b) Removal of the Phenomena class. c) Individual Phenomena move into the
root node. d) Some changes of class IDs are not listed in the data.
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Figure C.8: Dear ImGui Github Repository (7 monthly revisions). While nested streamgraphs
(top) utilize color to convey the hierarchical structure of the data, SplitStreams represent it in
the form of clear shapes. The hierarchy is even visible, when only drawing the outline of each
node.
C.5.2 Leaflet Github
Vernier et al. [211] collected 2720 datasets showing the evolution of values over time,
roughly half of which feature a hierarchy. While the authors utilized the data to bench-
mark different treemap layouts with regards to their stability, we can visualize the very
same data in our static, time-dependent hierarchy representation. Dear ImGui [4] is
a graphical user interface library for C++. In Figure C.8 we show the evolution of 7
monthly revisions of the ImGui Github repository, once as nested streamgraph and once
as SplitStream. The folder structure builds the hierarchy at each point in time and each
file’s value is determined by the number of lines of code the file contains. While the
changes of values and hierarchical changes (addition, deletion of files) are visible in the
nested streamgraph, it can be difficult to understand the hierarchical structure given in
each point in time. While nested streamgraphs utilize color to represent a node’s depth,
SplitStreams make use of clear shapes and show depth via containment. A better under-
standing of the hierarchy eases the task of correlating changes in the hierarchy to files
in the repository. Being able to count the number of elements in each node (e.g., 5 in
the first revision) gives us a better impression of the distribution of files and the size of
higher-level folders. Being able to see a clear separation at every timestep further pro-
vides us with a better intuition for the time scale being used. All benchmark datasets
from Vernier et al. [211] can be investigated through the exemplary implementation of
our method in the supplemental material.
C.6 Evaluation
We conducted a controlled user study to investigate and compare our visualization tech-
nique with existing methods. In this section, we briefly explain the experimental design
and results.
C.6.1 Motivation
Since SplitStreams are an extension of the nested streamgraph (NSG) approach [137,
223], we want to see if the introduced design changes improve the users’ performance
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in understanding the hierarchical structure at specific points in time. Treemaps are a
well established technique for visualizing hierarchies, so that we can use them as a base-
line for how well hierarchies can be perceived in a visualization. Temporal Treemaps
[121] utilize cushions to emphasize hierarchical structure in NSG and can therefore be
seen as the logical competitor to our approach. Since cushions can be applied to all
our tested visualizations, and the introduction of yet another visual encoding would in-
crease the number of independent variables and thereby decrease the statistical power
of the analysis and results, we do not consider them for this comparison.
C.6.2 Hypotheses and Goals
Based on the main tasks this visualization is meant to solve, we considered the perfor-
mance in understanding hierarchical structure at a given point in time, understanding
changes in hierarchy, and comparing node values over time.
Given that our method uses the same shape-based design as Treemaps to visualize
node containment, we hypothesized that users would have a better performance using
SplitStreams compared to NSG in understanding hierarchies at a given point in time.
Since hierarchical changes over time are equally represented in NSG and SplitStreams,
we expected users’ performance to be significantly better than in the Treemaps visual-
ization, where changes are not explicitly displayed. Finally, we tested the hypothesis
that both SplitStreams and NSG would be superior to the Treemaps design for the task
of comparing node values, because the streams help to identify the areas of interest.
C.6.3 Experiment Design and Task
To test our hypotheses, we designed an experiment in which the participants would
view images of visualization techniques and answer one question per image. We de-
fined one independent variable for this experiment, visualization type, with three levels:
SplitStreams, NSG, and Treemaps. In order to not overwhelm the participants and avoid
learning effects, the study followed a between-subject design, where each participant
would complete exactly one condition. Each participant completed 14 basic analysis
tasks each using a unique visualization image. To avoid potential confounds, all con-
ditions had the same tasks, featuring the same datasets, but showing different images
based on the condition created by the system described in subsection C.4.5.
The questions were based on a file system scenario with folders and sub-folders
and designed to cover three different analysis tasks. The first task type focused on
understanding the hierarchy at a certain point in time (e.g., count the number of siblings
or ancestors a certain node has at a certain timestep). The second task type focused on
understanding changes in hierarchies over time (e.g., count the number of times a node
moved). The last group focused on node-value comparisons over time (e.g., how many
nodes shrank during a given period of time). We had 13 questions with a distribution
of 5-5-3 for the different task types, and one simple attention check question that was
excluded from the analysis. The order of trials was randomized to avoid potential
confounds. To reduce task complexity, trials included no more than 20 streams and
5 timesteps in one image. Additionally, the number of hierarchical changes was kept
low to avoid frustration particularly in the Treemaps condition. All questions for all
conditions can be found in the supplemental material.
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Participants provided answers via numeric text entry and could make multiple at-
tempts. Each trial participants were required to enter the correct answer or reach a 5-
minute time limit before continuing to the next question. Correctly guessing the correct
answer without inspecting the visualization was highly unlikely due to the unbounded
nature of the textbox input.
Metrics used to assess user performance included: error of first response, time for
first response, number of attempts, and total time per task, recorded for each trial. Error
was calculated as the absolute difference between the answer given in the first attempt
and the correct answer. To record and report these measures in accordance to our study
goals, we calculated the average of each metric based on the question type.
C.6.4 Participants and Procedure
The evaluation was conducted as an online user study using Amazon Mechanical Turk
(AMT). A total of 120 participants completed the study, of which 102 passed the at-
tention check and were included for the analysis. We ended up having 34, 35, and
33 participants per Treemaps, NSG, and SplitStreams conditions. Participants first re-
viewed a set of instructions based on their assigned condition, followed by 3 example
trials and 3 practice trials. After each example and practice trial, they were shown feed-
back with the correct answer and a visual explanation for how the answer was achieved.
Next, participants completed the main set of questions to provide the results for anal-
ysis. In order to avoid any learning effects, participants were not given feedback with
the correct answers after answering during the main tasks.
C.6.5 Results
We compared the results from SplitStreams, NSG, and Treemaps conditions to under-
stand their differences based on task types. Due to the data not being normally dis-
tributed, we used the Kruskal-Wallis non-parametric test to evaluate the main effect
differences among the study conditions and a Wilcoxon post-hoc test for pairwise com-
parison. The study results are shown in Table C.1. Due to space restrictions, we do
not report the test results from node-value comparison tasks in this table as we only
observed one significant effect among all four measures.
Figure C.9A and Figure C.9B show the average number of attempts and total time
per task for the task type understanding hierarchies. The results show that the partici-
pants from both SplitStreams and Treemaps conditions had a significantly lower number
of attempts compared to the NSG condition. Also, participants were significantly faster
in answering this type of question with SplitStreams than with the NSG visualization.
These two observations align with our first hypothesis that our approach improves user
performance compared to NSG by using the same shape-based design as Treemaps.
For the task focusing on understanding the changes of hierarchies over time, our re-
sults demonstrate that error of first response and number of attempts were significantly
higher in the NSG condition than in SplitStreams and Treemaps (Figure C.9C). How-
ever, users of Treemaps were significantly slower in answering such questions than in
the other two conditions (Figure C.9D). Combining these findings, we can conclude
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A Average Number of Attempts in Understanding
Hierarchies
B Total Time (s) per task in Understanding
Hierarchies
C Average Number of Attempts in Hierarchy over
Time
D Total Time (s) per task in Hierarchy over Time
Figure C.9: Distribution of the results for the average number of attempts and the total time
per task in seconds.
ferent in getting the correct answers, but people who used our technique could reach
the conclusion faster.
Another interesting finding shows that users of NSG spent significantly less time
on their first attempt compared to users of Treemaps, while also having a significantly
higher error of first response. This could mean that users of NSG were more confident,
hence providing their answer faster, but were wrong more often. One possible inter-
pretation of this result could be that stream-based techniques put less cognitive load on
users than Treemaps.
Our evaluation of node-value comparison tasks showed a significant difference for
error of first response (χ2(2)= 9.10, p< 0.05). The post-hoc test showed that users had
significantly lower errors with SplitStreams than with NSG (p < 0.01). This suggests
that our approach helps users understand changes of values over time better than with
NSG at the first glance. We do not have enough evidence to support or reject our




Overall, the evaluation was unable to detect major drawbacks in SplitStreams as
compared to the tested alternatives. Our findings provide evidence to support our hy-
potheses that by using SplitStreams, we can utilize the benefits of both NSG and Tree-
maps while avoiding some of their individual shortcomings.
C.7 Discussion
The technique presented in this paper can be used to generate one-dimensional tree-
maps over time, nested streamgraphs, as well as new representations introduced by x-
and y-margins.
The results of our study demonstrate that SplitStreams provide a similar perfor-
mance to Treemaps in tasks involving understanding hierarchical structures in an iso-
lated time period. This shows the approach can convey a similar level of detail in
terms of hierarchical structure while also providing additional information on changes
in the data. With both stream-based approaches providing statistically-significantly
faster user responses and better performance than Treemaps in tasks for understand-
ing changes over time, SplitStreams represents a general-purpose technique with good
performance in the tested use cases.
When it comes to scalability, the number of nodes and timesteps that can be visu-
alized by SplitStreams without introducing clutter are in the same order of magnitude
as in treemaps and nested streamgraphs. Based on our experience and using current
screen resolutions, a static hierarchy might display up to several hundred distinguish-
able nodes, but this capacity is highly diminished with the introduction of hierarchical
changes. While value changes, additions, and deletions of nodes can occur in higher
quantities, the visual overlap introduced by node movements can greatly affect the
user’s capabilities of reading the visualization. Although we try to handle visual clutter
through the introduction of a y-margin as a form of a semantic zoom, the exploration
of large datasets (e.g., the visualization of the whole MeSH taxonomy in section C.5)
requires additional mechanisms to ensure scalability. While SplitStreams and treemaps
allow for a better hierarchical perception in deep hierarchies, their introduced margins
require more space along the time axis than nested streamgraphs. To be precise, a
deeper hierarchy and larger margin definition requires more distance between individ-
ual timesteps (Equation C.1). On the other hand, the margin space can not only be
exploited to enhance and highlight the hierarchical structure with, e.g., halos or drop
shadows, but also eases the selection of a node of interest in an interactive environment.
The discontinuity along the temporal axis introduced by SplitStreams had no detectable
negative impact on user performance in our study, but might affect the aesthetic appeal
or visual complexity of the representation.
While we currently apply splits to all streams at every single point in time, we
could apply margins to a subset of streams and timepoints. Such an approach could,
for instance, emphasize hierarchical changes by only applying margins to streams for
which a hierarchical change happens. Conversely, since nested streams do a good job
at representing hierarchical changes, it would be possible to selectively emphasize the
hierarchy when no changes occur. We believe that such a selective application of our
technique could allow for an enhanced depiction of features of interest.
We introduced three different functions to apply x-margins at points of splits. While
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these functions can be defined in many ways and adjusted based on specific user tasks,
their advantages and disadvantages deserve further study. The same is true for y-
spacing in particular because it affects node value perception.
Existing work has shown that the order of streams can be optimized to reduce the
number of stream crossings [121]. However, the proposed strategy is limited to data
where hierarchical changes occur along siblings. Our technique would benefit from an
adapted ordering algorithm to consider hierarchical changes of all types.
C.8 Conclusion
We presented a novel visual metaphor for the visualization of hierarchically structured
data over time. Our approach allows for the clear representation of hierarchies at certain
points in time, while simultaneously conveying the temporal evolution of data values
and changes in the hierarchy. Compared to existing techniques, all possible hierarchical
changes are supported and represented. The evaluation confirms that our approach
provides equivalent performance to treemaps and nested streamgraphs in the analyzed
tasks they perform best in and therefore makes a good general-purpose technique. We
provide a JavaScript library for the easy reproduction of all demonstrated examples and
for integration into other projects at https://github.com/cadanox/SplitStreams.
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Appendix
In the following we describe Algorithm 1 from section C.4.4 in pseudocode.
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Algorithm 1 Streamgraph Generation
1: procedure TRAVERSESTREAM(node)
2: if All previous nodes of node have been visited then
3: mark node as visited
4: if Node has next node then
5: for all next do
6: if not next was visited then
7: t1← t(node)+0.5×HCR× (t(next)− t(node))
8: t2← t(next)−0.5×HCR× (t(next)− t(node))
9: draw straight stream from t(node) to t1
10: draw curved stream from t1 to t2




15: draw end cap from t(node) to tEnd
16:
17: procedure DRAWSTREAMS
18: for all streams do
19: tStart← t( f irstNode)−0.5×HCR
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Abstract
S toryline visualizations display the interactions of groups and entities and their devel-
opment over time. Existing approaches have successfully adopted the general layout
from hand-drawn illustrations to automatically create similar depictions. Ward Shel-
ley is the author of several diagrammatic paintings that show the timeline of art-related
subjects, such as Downtown Body, a history of art scenes. His drawings include many
stylistic elements that are not covered by existing storyline visualizations, like links
between entities, splits and merges of streams, and tags or labels to describe the indi-
vidual elements. We present a visualization method that provides a visual mapping for
the complex relationships in the data, creates a layout for their display, and adopts a
similar styling of elements to imitate the artistic appeal of such illustrations. We com-
pare our results to the original drawings and provide an open-source authoring tool
prototype.
D.1 Introduction
Movie Narrative Charts [146] are hand-drawn illustrations that display characters as
streams and show their interactions in different locations over time. They have inspired
a multitude of works in the visualization community and several attempts have been
made to create digital replicas. In the same manner, we were inspired by Ward Shel-
ley’s diagrammatic paintings, which cover complex relationships and a multitude of
textual annotations to display the evolution of art related subjects. We aim to create a
digital chart that captures the organic appearance, displays the complex relationships
between individual entities, and imitates the artistic appeal of these drawings. The dig-
ital support for such diagrams would not only allow for the fast creation of visually
appealing results from varying data sources, but further ease the lengthy planning pro-
cess that artists undergo to create a single piece of work. The provision of an authoring
This article was published in Eurographics 2020 - Short Papers (2020).
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Figure D.1: Downtown Body by Ward Shelley [16]
tool for artists could allow them to focus more on the artistic part, such as the creation
of a general theme and bigger picture, that automatic systems will not be able to create.
We contribute a more organic layout for narrative charts that combines nesting,
splits, merges, parent changes, and multiple label types. We apply image processing
techniques to create a visual appeal similar to hand-drawn paintings by artists, while
still complying with the SVG standard for further editing. Our prototype of an interac-
tive authoring tool is made publicly available.
D.2 Related Work
While a lot of research deals with time-related data, layouting techniques, and arts, we
put our focus on stream-based visualizations.
Ogawa and Ma [150] automated the creation of narrative charts, whose aesthetics
were improved by Tanahashi and Ma [192]. StoryFlow [135] applies an adaption of a
layered graph layout [189] to improve the performance of the aesthetics optimization.
Finally, Tang et al. [193] analyzed the differences between automatic layout approaches
and artist desires and developed iStoryline as an authoring tool for the creation of sto-
ryline visualizations. In narrative charts, streams move together in groups, but can not
be individually divided or merged. In our case, on the other hand, we are looking at
streams with changing height values that feature direct connections, merges, splits, and
a predominant amount of text labels.
TextFlow [57] and Xu et al. [230] display topic splits and merges based on the
ThemeRiver metaphor [81], facilitate a force layout to generate aesthetically pleasing
results, and integrate word clouds into flow charts. Our approach adds an artistic style
closer to hand-drawn charts, supports a larger amount of text labels directly integrated




Ward Shelley’s diagrammatic paintings typically describe the evolution of a given topic
over time. Downtown Body (Figure D.1), for example, shows how different branches
of art, like theater, music, and visual arts, changed and interacted throughout the 20th
century. His drawings not only provide a general overview of topics and their relevance
over the years, but further highlight individual milestones of every time period. By
analyzing his work we identified three elements that define the main structure of his
paintings. We will in the following refer to them as streams, labels, and links. We
further analyzed the artistic style of the paintings to take inspiration for creating similar
digital results.
Streams: All elements in Shelley’s paintings follow a common timeline. A stream is
defined for a certain period of time and describes one of the main topics of interest. For
example, one stream might represent Literature from 1898 until the year 2000, while
another stream called Film only starts to show in the year 1942. Streams are repre-
sented by colored lines whose thickness can change over time to convey the changing
relevance of this topic (Figure D.2B A). In addition to the main topics, there might be
relevant subtopics that the artist wants to highlight. The New York School and Early
Gentrification in Visual Arts can be seen as such an example. They are typically rep-
resented by a stream of slightly different shade than the main topic, nested inside the
main stream (Figure D.2B C).
Streams and their represented topics can merge and split at specific points in time.
When multiple streams merge, they will be represented by a single line after the given
timepoint. In the same manner, a splitting stream will be drawn as multiple lines after
the given point in time and represent multiple topics.
Labels: One of the major elements that contributes to the vast amount of information
these drawings contain is text. Every stream is labeled by its represented topic when
it appears. Additional text labels are describing the narrative of the stream by naming
major events or core contributions to that field. In the Literature topic, such labels
include authors like Emma Goldman, general movements like the Beat Generation (The
Beats), newsletters, book stores, and events like Poetry Slams. The majority of labels is
connected to at least one of the topic streams and referring to a certain point or period
in time.
Labels come in many different forms and shapes, but can be classified into three
major classes: outside, inside, and on top of streams. An example for each type can be
found in Figure D.2B. Outside labels are typically surrounded by another shape that is
connected to the referred to stream through a line in the same color. Inside labels have a
shape similar to outside labels, but are missing the connecting line. Instead, they touch
the stream they refer to, or are drawn inside it. Their background color is different to
the color of the stream, but often similar in hue. A label drawn on top of streams is not
surrounded by a shape, but directly drawn onto the stream itself. Its text bends along
the overall stream shape.
All text labels are black with all letters capitalized. Their font sizes can vary to
emphasize on the importance of individual elements. While inside and outside labels
can feature arbitrary surrounding shapes, they are mainly surrounded by ellipses and
rectangles. By utilizing unique shapes for specific labels they can stand out from the
rest.
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Links: Links communicate the connection of two entities, joining streams with
streams, labels with labels, labels with streams, and even other links to streams or
labels. They are defined by a start and an end point, each of which is defined by a point
in time and a connected entity. If the entities at the start and end point feature different
colors, the link is typically drawn in the color of the start entity. Links can further be
drawn as thin black lines or arrows. Compared to streams, links typically do not change
in size and rarely contain labels. Furthermore, while streams typically exist through-
out a larger time period, links are rather short-lived, which leads to a general difference
in appearance. While streams follow the time axis of the diagram, links are typically
almost perpendicular to it.
Style: Ward Shelley’s paintings feature an iconic time axis where time is discretized
into blocks of alternating color. These blocks are drawn on the time axis itself, as well
as in the background of the painting, where they can use different colors and a different
discretization. Colors on the time axis are generally more saturated.
All shapes are typically filled by a solid color categorizing the topic of the element.
Nested streams utilize a different shade of the same color to appear similar. The el-
ements feature a strong black outline, as well as an inner and outer shadow towards
the bottom left. The general shape of elements appears organic and follows a common
scheme to create a bigger picture like blood vessels in the body (Downtown Body), or a
tentacled beast (History of Science Fiction). This reoccurring schematic style inspired
the name for our organic narrative charts. In some of the drawings we found additional
complimentary embellishments like pictures of human bodies (Carolee Schneemann)
or album covers (Frank Zappa).
D.4 Method
Graph Layout: We transform our data into a directed acyclic graph (DAG), similar
to approaches found in TextFlow [57] and StoryFlow [135], to benefit from existing
graph drawing algorithms when creating a layout. For each stream, we create one node
at each discrete point in time (e.g., one node per year) within the time interval it is
defined in and connect consecutive nodes via edges. For each label, we create a node at
the referred to point in time, as well as an equal amount of nodes to the left and right,
based on the length of the text. This representation of labels by several nodes enables
the bending of text along the time axis. For outside labels we add an additional edge to
a stream node.
We build on top of the SplitStreams [32] approach to support a nested graph model,
where every node can contain multiple other nodes, as well as splits and merges of
streams. We utilize the same nesting mechanism to support labels inside and on top
of streams. Links are represented by an edge between two nodes, which must refer to
different timepoints to satisfy the DAG constraints. If links span over several points in
time, we generate intermediate link nodes as described by Sugiyama et al. [189].
We utilize a force layout to generate the organic appearance of streams. Each node is
fixed in the time dimension and its position can only vary in the second dimension based
on the applied forces. Initially, all nodes are stacked above each other in the same order
as defined in the data. A gravitational force applied to all nodes pushes them towards




ID t0 t1 color size parent
A 2 6 #D73
B 3 9 blue 5/10
C 4 6 purple B
Links
from t0 to t1 merge
A 3 B true
C 4 A
Lables
stream t text type size(em)
A 4 inside label in 3
B 6 outside ... out 5
B 7 ... on top ... on 3
A CSV data. The specified data format enables a simple definition of all diagram elements. Each stream
has an ID and is defined in a given time period. Size is a list of tuples, where the first element refers to
a point in time and the second to the size. A parent is only defined for nested streams.
B Visual result of the CSV data given in a. The force layout found a good separation of nodes and the
artistic stylization was applied. Hovering over A shows the draggable button to change the node size at
the given timepoint.
Figure D.2: We defined 3 streams A, B, C, where C is nested inside B. B has a defined size of
10 at timepoint 5, and its size at other timepoints is calculated by linear interpolation between
10 and the default value (5) at the start and end point. C has a link to A, which results in a small
representation of C nested inside A. A has a merge link to B, which means that no such nested
node is created. We define 3 labels of different types, resulting in different representations.
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between individual streams and labels. We make sure that nodes stay inside the picture
by introducing a collision detection at the border. A similar constraint is applied for
nested nodes, so that they can not escape their parent elements. For simplification,
collisions are not computed for actual stream shapes, but based on the individual nodes
in each timestep.
We introduce different forces along different edge types for a fine-grained layout
control. Edges between nodes of the same stream feature rather strong forces to keep
the streams as straight as possible and to reduce stream crossings. These forces can be
loosened to increase the wiggle of lines and thereby change the general stream appear-
ance. Edges between labels and streams make sure that labels are drawn in close prox-
imity to their connected stream. Finally, links between different entities keep merged,
split, and connected streams closer together. By modifying their force, we can control
how likely a stream is to bend for such a connection.
Artistic Style: We draw Cubic Bezier curves between connected nodes of the graph.
Each stream is given a solid color, on top of which we apply image processing tech-
niques to acquire the desired style. We multiply the colored stream with a grey scale
fractal noise to integrate irregularities. The colors appear more hand-drawn than the
solid color that is free from any imperfections. We add a strong black outline and both
an inner and an outer shadow to each element of the chart. The latter are achieved by
multiplying each element’s pixel image with a black and offset copy of itself.
Interactions: The manual creation of CSV data for the generation of organic narrative
charts might be tedious. We therefore designed several interaction techniques that we
consider to be crucial for the development of an authoring tool for artists.
By clicking and holding the mouse button (or touch) in an empty area and dragging
it over the chart, we can define a start and end point for a new stream. The same
drag&drop interaction can be utilized to create a link between two entities. If only
one of the two points has an underlying entity and the other lies in an empty area, this
interaction will create a new stream and a link connecting both entities. The user can
define if the created connection is supposed to merge (or split) the connected stream,
or if the new stream will be nested at the connection point.
When hovering over a stream, a draggable button will be shown that allows for the
adjustment of the stream size at that point in time. In Figure D.2B we hover over stream
A between timesteps 2 and 3. The size of each stream node is calculated through linear
interpolation between consecutive size definitions and a default value at the start and
end point. Clicking at a stream will create a label at that point in time and a popup
window enables the user to enter the desired text and type for the label.
Implementation: Our prototype implementation is based on D3 [34] and standard web
technologies (JavaScript ES6, HTML5, CSS3). Additionally to the interactions men-
tioned, we allow for the direct manipulation of the CSV data for detailed changes and
update the chart on every change. We utilize the D3-integrated force layout and draw
streams between connected nodes through the SplitStreams [32] library. New nodes
are added into the existing graph and the force layout runs based on the previous node
positions to minimize calculation times. We utilize SVG filters as image processing
techniques to apply the artistic style. The output is in the standard SVG format, which
allows for further processing in common vector graphics tools. The result of our tech-
nique applied to a manually created data set mirroring the data in the Downtown Body
painting can be seen in Figure D.3.
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Figure D.3: Digital recreation of Ward Shelley’s Downtown Body, including 44 streams, 61
links, and 369 labels.
D.5 Discussion and Limitations
The creation of our prototype yielded results of promising visual quality to improve
existing narrative charts and added an artistic appeal that is normally only achieved by
hand-drawn diagrams. One of the main problems we face in the creation process is
the correct definition of parameters for the force layout to properly separate individual
nodes. If the authoring tool is meant to be used by the general public, they should
not be exposed to a manual control of these parameters, but instead be given a fully-
automated, or at least largely simplified, control sequence. This is especially true for
the positioning of labels, which might not be readable when curves bend too strong or
overlaps occur.
We currently do not provide means for the integration of images for visual embel-
lishment, and can not bend the time axis as featured in some of Ward Shelley’s works.
We can not capture the thematic content of the diagram to create a bigger picture like
artists can convey. We therefore see our application more as a planning tool for artists
to simplify the creation of such charts, as well as an option to easily create visually
appealing diagrams from digital data.
D.6 Conclusion
We presented organic narrative charts, a digital recreation of Ward Shelley’s diagram-
matic paintings from data, that is capable of conveying the complex relationships of
entities in his work and provides a similar visual appeal. We implemented a prototype
of an authoring tool and compared the digital results to the original work. We provide
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